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Disclaimer

Conformément au règlement (CEE, Euratom) n° 354/83 du Conseil du 1er février 1983
concernant l'ouverture au public des archives historiques de la Communauté économique
européenne et de la Communauté européenne de l'énergie atomique (JO L 43 du 15.2.1983,
p. 1), tel que modifié par le règlement (CE, Euratom) n° 1700/2003 du 22 septembre 2003
(JO L 243 du 27.9.2003, p. 1), ce dossier est ouvert au public. Le cas échéant, les documents
classifiés présents dans ce dossier ont été déclassifiés conformément à l'article 5 dudit
règlement.

In accordance with Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No 354/83 of 1 February 1983
concerning the opening to the public of the historical archives of the European Economic
Community and the European Atomic Energy Community (OJ L 43, 15.2.1983, p. 1), as
amended by Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1700/2003 of 22 September 2003 (OJ L 243,
27.9.2003, p. 1), this file is open to the public. Where necessary, classified documents in this
file have been declassified in conformity with Article 5 of the aforementioned regulation.

In Übereinstimmung mit der Verordnung (EWG, Euratom) Nr. 354/83 des Rates vom 1.
Februar 1983 über die Freigabe der historischen Archive der Europäischen
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft und der Europäischen Atomgemeinschaft (ABI. L 43 vom 15.2.1983,
S. 1), geändert durch die Verordnung (EG, Euratom) Nr. 1700/2003 vom 22. September 2003
(ABI. L 243 vom 27.9.2003, S. 1), ist diese Datei der Öffentlichkeit zugänglich. Soweit
erforderlich, wurden die Verschlusssachen in dieser Datei in Übereinstimmung mit Artikel 5
der genannten Verordnung freigegeben.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

/

The harmonization of the texts of the movement certificates used under the various
agreements has been completed and it is proposed to extend this to the
certificates used under the Council Decision of 29 June 1976 on the association
of the overseas countries and territories with the European Economic Community .

The same is true of the forms EUR . 2 .

In addition, certain goods are sent xfrom the OCT without a definitive destin
ation in the Community and it is necessary to allow for the possibility of
replacing the original movement certificate . .

Furthermore the changes made to certain headings in the customs nomenclature
following the Customs Co-operation Council Recommendation makes it necessary
to amend the Lists A and B annexed to the Council Decision on the association
of the overseas countries and territories with the European Economic Community
and the introduction of a rule on the ori-gin of goods put up in sets .

At the time the Decision is made it is proposed that the Council adopts a
declaration saying that ,, if the modification of the Lists A and B results in
economic consequences prejudicial to the sectors involved, a re-examination
of the existing provisions shall be made and the Council shall change these
provisions as necessary so as to re-establish the original situation .

This declaration shall be valid until 31 December 1979 to give a reasonable
period to evaluate any unforeseen results of the amendments .

These are the elements that are the subject of the annexed proposed Decision
for the updating of Annex XI to the Decision referred to above .



Community declaration concerning the review of the changes to Lists A. and B
as a result of the Customs Co"operation Council Nomenclature

Following the amendments made to the Customs Cooperation Council Nomenclature
new Lists A and B have been introduced by Council Decision No • '

Where/ as a result of a simplification in their wording , these effectively
change the substance of a -rule existing prior to the said Decision and such
change results in a situation prejudicial to the interest of the sectors
concerned, there shall be an examination/ at the request of a Member State,
or the competent authorities of a country or territory, not later than

* '

31 December 1979/ of the need to reestablish the effect of the rule concerned
as it was before the said Council Decision .



Recommendation for a Council Decision

amending Annex II concerning .the definition of the concept of originating
products and methods of administrative cooperation, to Decision 76/568/EEC
on the association of the overseas countries and territories with the

_ European Economic Community

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to treaty setting up the European Economic Community,

Having regard to Council Decision 76/568/EEC of 29 June 1976 on the
association of the overseas countries and territories with the European'

Economic Community^", , and in particular Article 10 ( 2 ) thereof,

Having regard to the recommendation from the Commission, ...

Whereas it is desirable to replace the model movement certificate EUR.1
and the model form 0JR.2, used under Decision 76/568/EEC , should "be
replaced by the model movement certificate EUH.l "and . model form EUR. 2 '
used under the preferential Agreements ;

Whereas it is desirable to provide, as in case of the preferential Agreement
for the replacement of one or more certificates EUR.1 by one or more
other certificates , EUR.1 so as to introduce a system of treatment equivalent
to that in use under the preferential Agreements ;

Whereas the Customs Co-operation Council has adopted a recommendation
amending the Nomenclature,; whereas Lists A and B in Annexes 2 and .3 to
Annex II to Decision 76/568/EEC must be adapted accordingly, and a specific
rule for the origin of goods put up in sets must be introduced, '

OJ Ho L 176 , 1.7.1976 , p.8 .



HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS :

Article 1

The model movement certificate EUR.l in Annex 5 to Annex II to Decision

76/568/EEC is hereby replaced lay that in Annex I hereto .

Movement certificates EUR . 1 made out on the forms previously in force may
continue to be issued until 30 June 1979 ♦. ..

Article 2

The model form EUR . 2 in Annex 6 to Annex II to Decision 76/568/EEC is –
hereby replaced by that in Annex II hereto . ......

The forms EUR . 2 previously in force may continue to be used until 30 June 1979 .

Article 3

It shall always be possible to replace one or more movement certificates EUR.1
by one or more other movement certificates EUR.1 , provided that this is done
at the customs office where the goods are located .

« ,

Article 4

List A in Annex 2 to Annex II to Decision 76/568/EEC is here-
by replaced by the List A in Annex III hereto .

Article 5

List B in Annex 3 to Annex II to Decision 76/568/EEC is
hereby replaced by the List B in Annex IV hereto .



Article 6

Sets , as defined in General Rule 3 of the Customs Co-operation Council
Nomenclature shall be regarded as originating when all component articles
are originating products . Nevertheless, when a set is composed of originating
and non-originating articles, the set as a whole shall be regarded as
originating provided that the value of the non-originating articles does
not exceed 15 % of the total value of the set .

Article 7

This Decision shall enter into force on

Done at Brussels, For the Council

The President
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MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE

1 . Lxportcr (Nane, tuii * d«ire»s, country)

3, Consignee (Nane, full aJdrew, country)
(Ortionji )

EUH11 No A 000.000

Sec notes overleaf before completing this form

2. Certificate used in preferential trade between

and

( insert appropriate countries , groups o i countries or ferntonea)

4. Country, group of
countries or territory
in which the products
are considered as
originating

5 . Country , group of
countries or territory
of destination

6. Transport details (Optional) 7. Remarks

8. Item number ; \hrks and numbers ; Number and kind of packages (' ) ;
Description of goods /

9. Gross
weight (kg)
orother mea
sure (litres ,
m", etc.)

10. Invoices
(Optional)

11 . CUVÍO.MS F.NDOKÍ.EMLN'T
Df.brjtion certiíiiil
F. xv-ort dociintiir

for.rt No
ot'îire ..."

lvAJ.r^ cu'.mciy or teriicory

Sump

Oui.

i>t(;nj;urc )

12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER

I , the undersigned , declare th.n the goods
dc?crir>ed above meet the conditions re
quired for the issue of this certificate .

Place and date : –

(Mouture)



13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to 14. RESULT OF V ERIFICATION,

Verification carried our shows that this certificate J1)

□ was issued by the customs office indicated ar.d thatthe information contained therein is accurate.

□ docs not meet the requirements as to authenticityand accuracy (see remarks appended).
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certi
ficate is requested.

(Place and date)
Stamp

(Place and date)
S:amp

j (Signature) • ( signature)
(l) Insert X in the appropriate box.

NOTES

1 . Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any alterations must be made by deleting the
incorrect particulars and adding any necessary corrections. Any such alteration must be initialled by the person who
completed the certificate and endorsed by the customs authorities of the issuing country or territory.

2. No spaces must be left between the items entered on the certificate and each item must be preceded by an item number. A
horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the last item. Any unused space must be struck through in such a manner
as to make any later additions impossible.

3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient detail to enable them to be identified .



.3

APPLICATION FOR A MOVEMENT CERTII ICATE

1 . Exporter (Nvne, full address, country) EUR.1 NoÄ 000.000

3. Consignee (Name, full address, country)
(Optional)

See notes overleaf before completing this form

^Application for a certificate to be used in preferential
trade between

and

"(insert appropriate countries, groups of countries or territories )
4. Country , group of
countries or territory
in which the products
are considered as
originating

5. Country, group of
countries or territory
of destination

6. Transport details (Optional)

(I) It (OOdt
are not

packed, in
dicate
awo.ber of
article* or
Kate *IQ
fculi* as
appropri
ate.

7. Remarks

8. Item number ; Marks and numbers ; Number and kind of packages (>);
Description of goods

9. Gross
weight (kg)
or other mea
sure (litres,
m3, etc.)

10. Invoices
(Optional)

( Λ:Ι!;ΕΧ 0



DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER

1 , the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf,

/

DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate ;
i •

SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above conditions :

SUBMIT the following supporting documents ( ') :

UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which tnc-se authoi itics may
require for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate , and undertake, if required , to agree to any inspection
of my accounts and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the a-bove goods , carried out by the said
authorities ;

REQUEST the issue of the attached certificate for these goods.

/

(Piace and d?.tc)

(Signature)

O lor import clov'timcM-., ;? ovement cerltfieairs , invoices , manufacturer's declarations , ecc., referring to the products used in manufacture or to
ire gooJ ; K?.?x."jrcJ in we snmr- ji.it :.



AN MX I

I

! FORM EUR. 2 No | Form used in preferential trade
between { ' ) and

I '¿ | Exportcr (Ñame, fu ! i adJrru, cnumr)-) 3 I Declaration by exporter
I, the undersigned , exporter of the goods described heiow,
declare that the goods comply with the requirements for
the completion of this form and that the goods have ob
tained the status of originating products within,the provi
sions governing preferential trade shown in box 1 .

4 I Consignée (\«me,fu!laddress,country)
Jj

, i
Place and date I

6
■ – 1 ■ ■- 1 1 " ■ 1 – ■

Signature of exporter

I 7 Remarks ( 2) 3 I

Country of origin (• ' ) 9 I CouTitry of destination ( 4 )
ι

i 10 Gross weight ( kg)

1 ljj Marks; Numbers of consignment; Description of goods

t

12 [ Authority in the Exporting country ^ ) res>
ponsible for verification of the declaration
by the exporter

( ' ) thrcouMnet. gwupa of countries or territories concerned .
( fy Kt fer to MV verification aliudy umcd out by ih' appropriate authorities.
0) Tftc ten. -country of onSm* mean* country, group of countries or territory where the goods are considered to be originating.
{•) The term 'country* meanc country, group of countries or territory



1 3 j Request for verification
The verifier, tion of die declaration by the exporter on the
front of this form is requested (*)

10 I

14 ] Result 6f verification
Verification carried out shows that ( ' )

□ the statements and particulars given in this forr.i .inaccurate.

□ tliis form does not meet the requirements as to accuracy and authenticity (see remarks appended .)

19
(Place and date) I

Stamp |

(Signature)

(Place and date)
Stamp

(Signature )

( l) Insert X in the appropriate bcoc. _

(•) Subsequent verifications of forms EUR. 2 »h;*ll be carried out at random or whenever the customs authorities of the importing State have reasonable doubt as to l e accuracy
of the trforroauon regarding tiic authenticity of the forma and the true origin of the goods in question.

Instructions for the completion of form EUR. 2

1 . A form EUR.2 may be made out only for goods which in the exporting country fulfil the conditions specified by the provisions
governing the trade referred to in box 1 . These provisions must be studied carefully before the form is completed.

2 . In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attaches the foim to the dispatch note . In the case of a consignment by
letter post he encloses the form in a package. The reference 'EUR .2' and the serial number of the form should be stated on the customs
green label declaration Cl or on the customs declaration C2 /CP3 , as appropriate.

3 . These instructions do not exempt the exporter from complying with any other formalities required by customs or postal regulations.
4 . An exporter who uses this form is obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities any supporting evidence which they may require and

to agree to any inspection by them of his accounts and of the processes of manufacture of the goods described in box 11 of this form .

i

U'i.'a in



ANNEX III

LIST A

List of working or processing operations which result '
in a change of tariff heading

without conferring the status of
" originating" products

on the products undergoing such operations , or
onferring this status only subject to certain conditions



t'roaucts obtained

Working or processing that
Confers tnC StalUS of

originating products w'r.en t'r.o
following conditions are net

Custor.3
r> «5 r. «. /• ♦*»À CU A A X

Heading
No

Description

nurning or processing tnaT aoes
not confer the status of

originating products

02.06 Ms;at end edible meat offals
( except poultry liver ),
salted , in brine , dried or
si.ioked

Salting , placing in brine , drying
or smoking of meat and edible meat
and edible meat offals .of heading
Nos 02.01 and 02.04

03.0 ? Fish , dried , salted or in
trine ; smoked fish , whether
or not cooked before or
during the smoking process

Drying , salting , placing in brine ;
smoking of fish , whether cooked ot;
not

0

0 t . C2 rilk and cream , preserved ,
concentrated or sweetened

Preserving , concentrating , or
adding sugar to milk or cream
of heading No 04.01 *

I

• 04.03 Dutter Manufacture from milk or cream

04 . C4 Cheese and curd
i
j Manufacture from products of
heading Nos 04.01 , 04.02 and 04.03

07.02
I
I

■- I

vegetables ( whether or
not cooked ), preserved by
freezing

Freezing of vegetables j

07.03 Vegetables provisionally
preserved in brir.e , in
sulphur water or in other
preservative solutions-, but
r.ot specially prepared for
iraediate consumption

Placing in brine or in other
solutions of vegetables of
heading No 07.01

07.04 Dried , dehydrated or
evaporated vegetables , whole
cut , sliced , broken or in
powder , but not further
prepared

I

Drying , dehydration , evaporation ,
cutting , grinding , powdering of
vegetables of heading Nos 07.01
to 07.03

06.10 Fruit ( whether or not cooked ),
preserved by freezing , not
containing added sugar

Freezing of fruit

03.H

j
i

t

i

fruit provisionally preserved
( for example , by sulphur
dioxj.de gas , in brine , in
sulphur water or in other
preservative solutions ),
but unsuitable in that state
for immediate consumption

Placing in brine or in other
solutions of fruit of heading
Nos 08.01 to 08.09

• » • / •



- il

Products obtained

Cuator.s
Tariff Description
Keadir.a I '

Ho

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are not

Fruit , dried , other
than that falling within
heading No 08.01 , 08.02 ,
03.03 , 08 . 0*4 or 08.05

Cereal flours
/

Cereal groats and cereal
neal ; other worked cereal
grains ( for example , rolled
flaked , polished , pearled or
kibbled , but not further
prepared ), except rice falling
within heading No 10.06 ;
germ of cereals , whole ,
rolled , flaked or ground >

Flour of the dried leguminous
vegetables falling within
heading No 07.05 or of the
fruits falling within any
heading in Chapter 8 ; flour
and aeal of sago and of roots
and tubers falling within
heading No 07.06

Flour , meal and flakes of
potato

Malt , roasted or not

Starches : inulin

wheat gluten , whether or not
dried

Lard , other pig fat and
poultry fat , rendered or
solvent-extracted

Fata of bovine cattle,' sheep
or goats , unrer.dered ;
rendered or solvent-extracted
fats ( including "premier jus ")
obtained from those unrenaered
fats

• ats and oils , of fish and
marine mammals , whether or
not refined

Drying of fruit

Manufacture from cereals

Manufacture from cereals

Manufacture from dried leguminoys
vegetables of heading No 07.05 ,
products of heading No 07.06
or of fruit of Chapter 8

Manufacture from potatoes

Manufacture from cereals

Manufacture from cereals of
Chapter 10 , or from potatoes or
other products of Chapter 7

Manufacture from wheat or wheat
flours L

Manufacture from products of
heading No 02.05

\
Manufacture from products of
heading Nos' 02.01 and 02.06

Manufacture from fish or marine
mammals

/



- 5 -

Products ottained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing t.-.at
confers the status of

originating products when tho
following conditions are not

15.06

16.01

16.02

Other animal oils and fats
( including neat * s-foot oil
and fats from bones or waste )

Fixed vegetable oils , fluid
or solid , crude , refined or
purified , but not including
Chinawood oil , myrtle-wax ,
Japan wax or oil of tung nuts ,
oleococca seeds or oiticia .
seeds ; also not including oils
of a kind used in machinery
or mechanical applicances or
for industrial purposes other
than the manufacture of
edible products

Sausages and the like , of
neat , meat offal or animal
blood

Other prepared or preserved
meat or meat offal

16 . 01) Prepared or preserved fish ,
including caviar and caviar
substitutes

16.05 Crustaceans and molluscs ,
prepared or preserved

Beet sugar and cane sugar ,
in solid form , flavoured or
coloured

Other sugars , in solid form,
flavoured or coloured

Other sugars , in solid form ,
not flavoured or coloured ;
sugar syrups , not flavoured
or coloured ; artificial honey ,
whether or not mixed with
natural honey ; caramel

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 2

Manufacture from products of
Cnaptera 7 and 12

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 2

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 2

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 3

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 3

Manufacture from other products
of Chapter 17 the value of which
exceeds 30* of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from other products of
Chapter 17 the value of which
exceeds 30? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from any product

à



CUGÎCTTiS
Tariff
Keading
No

Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

, originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

17 . OU

LÔ • 06

19.03

19 . Ot

19.05

19.07

19.08

Molasses , flavoured or
coloured

ijusar confectionery ,
not containing cocoa

Chocolate and other food
preparations containing
cocoa

Malt extract

Preparations of flour , meal ,
starch or malt extract , of a
kind used as infant food or
for dietetic or culinary
purposes , containing less
than 50 it by weight of cocoa

Macaroni , spaghetti and
similar products

Tapioca and sago ; tapioca and
sago substitutes obtained
from potato or other starches

Prepared foods obtained by
the swelling or roasting of
cereals or cereal products
(puffedrice , corn flakes
and similar products )

Bread , ships' biscuits and
other ordinary bakers' wares ,
rot containing added sugar ,
honey , eggs , fats , cheese or
iruit ; ccranunion wafers ,
cachets of a kind suitable
for pharmaceutical use ,
sealing wafers , rice paper
and similar products

Pastry , biscuits , cakes and
other fine bakers' wares ,
whether or not containing
cocoa in any proportion

Manufacture from other products of
Chapter 17 the value of which
exceeds 50% of the value of the
finished product -

Manufacture from other products of
Chapter 17 the value of which
exceeds 302 of the value of the
finished product

manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 the value of which
exceeds 30? of the value of the
finished product

•lanufacture from products of
heading. No 11.07

[Manufacture from cereals and
derivatives thereof , neat and milk ,
or in which the value of products
of Chapter 17 used exceeds 30it of
the value of the finished product 1

Manufacture from durum wheat

Manufacture from potato starch

Manufacture from any^product other
than of Chapter 17 ( ) or in which
the value of the products of
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30? of the
i/alue of the finished product •. i .

lanufacture from products of
Chapter 11

anufacture from products of
hapter il .

< I OU not ^ of „zea t ' or „aurum wheit „



• Products obtained

Cu- to- .s
Tiriff Description
Heading
Xo

Working or processing that does
not confer the statu3 of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

Vegetables and fruit , prepared
or preserved by vinegar or
acetic acid , with or without
sugar , whether or not
containing salt , spices or
mustard i

Vegetables prepared or
preserved otherwise than by
vinegar or acetic acid

Fruit preserved by freezing ,
containing added sugar

Fruit , fruit-peel and parts
of plants , preserved by sugar
( drained , glace or
crystallised )

Jans , fruit jellies ,
marmalades , fruit purees and
fruit pastes , being cooked
preparations , containing
added sugar

Fruit otherwise prepared or
preserved , whether or not
containing added sugar or
spirit :

A. Nuts

B. Other fruits

Fruit juices ( including
grape must ), whether or not
containing added sugar , but
ur.fernented and not
containing spirit

Roasted chicory and extracts
thereof

Preserving vegetables , fresh or
frozen or preserved temporarily or
preserved in vinegar

Preserving vegetables fresh or
frozen

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 303 of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 30 % of the value of
the finished product

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 30? of the value of
the finished product

Manufactured from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 30* of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 30S of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from chicory roots ,
fresh or dried

Manufacture , without added
sugar or spirit , in which the
value of the constituent
originating products of
heading Nos 08.01 ., 08.05 and
12.01 , represents at least
60Z of the value of the
finished product



Products obtained , i I ■ ■ j

I
■ _i Working or processing that does

not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions arc met

Custc.ns
Tariff ■
HcaJing
No

Description
ι .

21.05 Soups and broths in liquid ,
solid or powder form ;
homogenised fcod preparations

Manufacture from products of
heading No 20.02

ex 21.07 Sugar syrups , flavoured or
coloured

Manufacture from products of
Chapter 17 of which the value
exceeds 30? of the value of the .
finished product

m

7 • ' '
: ■ i

22.02 Lemonade , flavoured spa
waters and flavoured aerated
waters , and other non
alcoholic beverages , not ■>
including fruit and vegetable
juices falling within ■ -
heading No 20.07

Manufacture from fruit juices ( )
or in which the value of products
of Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% of
the value of the finished product

22.06 Vermouths , and other wines of
fresh grapes flavoured with
aromatic extracts

Manufacture from products of
heading No 08.04 , 20.07 , 22 . 04 or
22.05

.

. 22.08 Ethyl alcohol or neutral
spirits , ur.denatured , of
a strength of SO0 or higher ;
denatured spirits ( including
ethyl alcohol and netural
spirits ) of any strength .

I

Manufacture from products of |
heading No 08.04 , 20.07 , 22.04 or
22.05 >■

22.09 Spirits ( ether than those of
heading >,'c 22.08 ); liqueurs
and other1 spirituous
beverages ; compound alcoholic
preparations ( known as
" concentrated extracts ") for
the manufacture of beverages

I

Manufacture from products of
heading No 03.04 , 20.07 , 22.04
or 22.05

' \

22.10 Vinegar and substitutes for
vinegar

^ *

Manufacture from products of „
heading No 08.04 , 20.07 , 22.04'
or 22.05

sx 23.03 Kesidues from the manufacture
of maize starch ( excluding
concentrated steeping liquors ),
of a protein content ,,
calculated on the dry product ,
exceeding 40S by- weight

Manufacture from maize or maize
flour

>

V • . -
i

23.04

i
t

Oil-cake and other residues
( except dregs ) resulting
from the extraction of ,
vegetable oils

Manufacture from various products

' - i

1

(

» - ; \*

I . '
i . *

Thio rule does not apply where fruit juices of pineapple , lime and grapefruit ara concerned .
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Products obtained

Description

Working OP processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

Sweetened forage ; other
preparations of a kind used
in animal feeding

Cigarettes , cigars , smoking
tobacco

Manufacture .from cereals and
derived products , meat , milk ,
sugar and molasses

Manufacture from products
of heading No 24.01 of which
at least 70% by quantity are
originating products



10 -

Products obtained : : 1
Working or processing that does .

, not confer the status of
originating products

worVcir.G or processir»c t.'.at
confers tho sta.tu3 of

originating products when th<!
following conditions Are rr.o'.

Cufttor.3
79:'iff
Heaair.g

No

Description

ex 26.35 Aluminium sulphate Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 5CJ of the value of
the finished product

J9.03 Medicaments ( including
veterinary medicaments )

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of '
the finished product .

31.05 Other fertilisers ; goods
of the present Chapter in
tablets , lozenges and similar
prepared forms or in packings
of a gross weight not exceed
ing 10 kg

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 5055 of the value of
the finished product

32 . C6 Colour lakes Manuxacture from materials of
heading No 32.01 or 32.05 ( )

- ■

32.07 Other colouring matter ;
inorganic products of a kind ,
used as luminophores

Mixing of oxides or salts of
Chapter 28 with extenders such as
barium sulphate , chalk baritpi
carbonate and satin white ( )

ex 33.06 Aqueous distillates and
aqueous solutions of
essential oils , including
such products suitable for
medicinal uses

Manufacture from essential oils
( terpeneless or not ), concretes ,
absolutes or resinoids ( ' )

35.05 Dextrins and dextrin glues ;
soluble or roasted starches ;
starch glues

/ '

Manufacture from maize or
potatoes

ex 35.07 Preparations used for
clarifying beer , composed of
papain and bentonite ;
enzymatic preparations
for desizing 'textiles

" I

\ . , ·

Manufacture in which the vaiut
of the products used does r.ot
exceed 50jf of the value of - the
finished product

37.01 Photographic plates and film
in the flat , sensitised ,
unexposed , of any material
other than paper , paperboard
cr cloth

Manufacture from products of
heading No 37V02 ( )

\

37.02 Film in rolls , sensitised ,
unexposed , perforated or r.ot

.1

Manufacture from products of
heading No 37.01 ( ) ^ I

acquired th^statu - n - !f l?ere th® Products are obtained from products which haveacq jirm the statu* of orib..ndtirlS products ir. accordance with the conditions laid down iîri List B.
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Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing thac
confers tho status of

originating products when tho
following conditions ara mot

Sensitised plates and film ,
exposed but not developed ,
negative or positive

Disinfectants , insecticides ,
fungicides , rat poisons ,
herbicides , anti-sprouting
products , plant growth
regulators and similar
products , put up in forms o'r
packings for sale by retail oi
as preparations or as article:
( for example , sulphur-treated
bands , wicks and candles , fly
papers )

Prepared glazings , prepared
dressings and prepared
mordants , of a kind used in
the textile , paper , leather 02
like industries

Pickling preparations for
metal surfaces ; fluxes and
other auxiliary preparations
for soldering , brazing cr
welding ; soldering , brazing 01
welding powders and pastes
consisting of metal and other
materials ; preparations of a
kind used as cores or coatings
for welding rods and
electrodes

Anti-knock preparations ,
oxidation inhibitors , gum
inhibitors , viscosity
improvers , anti-corrosive
preparations and similar
prepared additives for mineral
oils excluding prepared
additives for lubricants

Prepared rubber accelerators

Preparations and charges for
fire-extinguishers ; charged ,
fire-extinguishing grenades

Manufacture from products of
heading No 37-01 or 37.02 ( )

Manufacture irr which the value
of the products used does not 3
exceed 50? of the value of the ;;
finished product i

Manufacture in which the value ;
of the products used does not j
exceed 50? of the value of thej
finished product I

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does nov
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the ;
finished product

• » « / • ■ •
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Products obtained

Cur>LOi:a
Tariff Description
Heading
Ko

lO 1 i A

Working or processing that does
not confer , the status of

originating products ,

Working or processing that
. confers the status of

originating products when tr.o
following conditions are n.et

Composite solvents and
thinners for varnishes and
cimilar products

Chemical products and
preparations of the chemical
or allied industries
( including those consisting
of fixtures of natural
products ), not elsewhere
specified or included ;
residual products of the
chemical or allied industries ,
not elsewhere specified or
included , excluding :
- Fusel oïl and dippel's oils
- Naphthenic acids and their

water-insoluble salts ;
esters of naphthenic acids ; -

- Sulphonaphthenic acids and
their water-insoluble salts ;
esters of sulphonaphthenic
acids ;

- Petroleum sulphonates ,
excluding petroleum
sulphonates of alkali metals ,
of ammonium or of
ethanolamines , thiophenated
sulphonic acids of oils
obtained from bituminous
minerals , and their salts ;

- Mixed alkylbenzenes and
nixed alkylnapthhalenes ;

- Ion exchangers ;
- Catalysts ;
Getters for vacuum tubes :

- Refractory cements or mortars
and similar compositions ;

- Alkaline iron oxide for the
purification of gas ;

- Carbon ( excluding that in
artificial graphite of head
ing No 33.01 ) in metal-
graphite cr other compounds , •
in the form of srr.all plates ,
bars or other semi-
manufactures

- Sorbitol other than that of
heading No 29.0'l

- Aromoniacal gas liquors and ■
spent oxide produced in
coal gas purification

Polymerisation products

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 505 of " the value of the
finished product? \

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 5055 of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
pf the products used does nor,
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product



«
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Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Articles of materials of the
kinds described in headings
tios 39.01 to 39.06 with the
exception of far.s and hapd
screens , non-mechanical ,
frames and handles therefor
and parts of such frames and
handles , and corset busks and
similar supports for articles
of apparel or clothing
accessories

Plates , sheets and strip , of
unvulcanised natural or 1
synthetic rubber , other than
smoked sheets and crepe sheets
of heading No ^0.01 or to . 02 ;
granules of unvulcar.ised
natural or synthetic rubber
compounded reedy for
vulcanisation ; unvulcanised
natural or synthetic rubber ,
compounded before or after
coagulation either with carbon
black ( with or without the .
addition of mineral oil ) or
with silica (with or without
the addition of mineral oil ),
in any form , of a kind known
as masterbatcn

ratent leather and imitation
patent leather ; metallised
leather

'5.03

Articles of furskin

Complete wooden packing cases ,
toxea , crates , druns and
similar packings , excepting
those made of fibreboard

"atch splints ; wooden pegs or
pins for footwear

Articles of natural cork

Making up from furskin in plates ,
crosses and similar forms (heading
No ex 13.02 ) \{ x ) .

Manufacture from drawn wood

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Varnishing or metallising of
leather of heading
Nos ill . 02 to l)i.o6 ( other than
skin leather of crossed Indian
sheep and Indian goat or kid ,
not further prepared than
vegetable tar.ned , or if othsr-
wise prepared obviously
unsuitable for immediate use
in the manufacture of leather
articles ) in which the value of
the skin leather used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture from boards not cut
to size

Manufacture from products of
heading No ^ 5.01

(*) The
the

5lw *in8 ^ducte in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B.
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Products obtained " r • i
l
I

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products ; ;

Working or processing tr.au
conféra the st&tus o ; j

originating products when trio j
following conditions are wet j

Custozr.s
Tariff
Heading

Description

[ No L_ -V I ___ ' 'I
ex 18.-07 Paper and paperboard , ruled ,

lined , or squared , but not
otherwise printed , in rolls or
sheets

Manufacture from paper pulp

r

18.111 Writing blocks , envelopes ,
letter cards , plain postcards ,
correspondence cards ; boxes ,
pouches , wallets and writing
compendiums , of paper or
paperboard , containing only an
assortment of paper stationery

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

. * 8.15 Other paper and paperboard ,
cut to size or shape i

Manufacture from p&per pulp

ex 18.16 Boxes , bags and other packing
containers , of paper or
paperboard

Manufacture in which the value
of the products . used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product >

19.09 Picture postcards , Christmas
and other picture greeting
cards , printed by any process ,
with or without trimmings

Manufacture from products . of ' -
heading No 19.11

19.10 Calendars of any kind , of-
paper or paperboard , including
calendar blocks

Manufacture from products of
heading No I9.ll

50.01
V)

Silk yarn , other than yarn
of noil or other waste silk ,
not put up for retail sale

Manufacture from products other
than those of heading No 50.01

» 50.05
(*>

Yarn spun from noil or other
waste silk , not put up for
retail sale

manufacture from products of
leading No 50.03

ex 50.07

< l )
Silk yarn and .yarn spun from
noil or other waste silk , put
up for retail sale

Manufacture from products of „
leading Nos 50.01 to 50.03

ex 50.07
(1 )

"l

Imitation catgut
of silk

\

\

. ' ' '

Manufacture from products of
; leading No 50.01 or of heading
Jo 50.03 neither carded nor
:ombed ■ . . ■

} met.!nrrespetro? eL^of^he"^ the conditions shown in this list must also bethe aixed yarn is comjos^would tj °f the ofcher materials of which
more inixed textile mat-rials whose veicht rule , however , does not apply to any one or "materials incorporated ! g 8 "0t exceed 10* of the total "eight of textile
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' Products obtained
Working or processing that does

1 – *

i

Worxins or processing V;.at \

Custoxs
Tariff
Heaiing I
No

Description

not confer tr.e status of
originating products

–4-

corners the status or j
originating products when the j
following conditions are met '

i
i

–––––––_.–– ,

50.09
< 2 >

Woven fabrics of silk , of noil
or of other waste silk

I

Manufacture from products of j
heading No 50.02 or 50.03

51-01
<*>

Yarn of man-r>ade. fibres
( continuous ), not put up for
retail sale

Manufacture from cher.ical
products or textile pulp

51.02

C 1 )
Monofil , strip ( artificial
straw and the like ) and
imitation catgut , of man-made
fibre materials I •

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

I

51.03
C 1 )

Yarn of man-made fibres
( continuous ), put up for
retail sale

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

51 . OU
( 2 )

Woven fabrics of man-made !
fibrss ( continuous ),
including woven fabrics of
monofil or strip of heading
Ho 51.01 or 51-02

Manufacture from cher.ical
products or textile pulp

52.01
(*>

Metallised yarn , being
textile yarn spun with metal
or covered with metal by any
procecs

Manufacture from chemical
products , from textile pulp or
from natural textile fibres ,
discontinuous man-made fibres
or their waste , neither carded
nor combed

52.02
< 2 )

S

Woven fabrics of metal thread
or of metallised yarn , of a
kir.d used in articles of
apparel , as furnishing fabrics
or the like

Manufacture from chemical
products , from textile pulp or
from natural textile fibres ,
discontinuous man-made fibres
or their waste

( ) For yarn composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in the list must also be
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which
the niy.ed yarn is composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 103 of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated .

( 2 ) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials , the condition's shown in this list must also be
net in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which
the iiixed fabric is cor.poccd would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
more r.lxed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10? of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . This percentage shall be increased :
- to 20)E where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments
of polyether , whether or not gimped , falling within headings tios ex 51.01 and ex 58.07 ;

- to 30 * v>here the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 ran formed of a core
cencictirg cither of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether

i or not covoretl v/ ith aluminium powder , this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent
or coloured glue between two filn.s of artificial plastic material .
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Products obtained
Working or processing that does Working or processing that I :

Custof.a
Tari ff
Keading

No

Description

not confer the status of
originating products

' ' : 1
confers the status cC Ioriginating products when the |following conditions are met t

' : 3 :#

.53.06
(*)

Yarn of carded sheep 's or
lambs' wool ( woollen yarn ),
not put up for retail sale

Manufacture from products of I f
heading No 53-01 or 53-03 If

,1

53.07
C 1 )

\

Yarn of combed sheep 's or
lambs' wool ( worsted yarn ), ,
not put up for retail sale

\

Manufacture from products of Jheading No 53.01 or 53.03 I

53-08
C 1 )

Yarn of fine animal hair'
( carded or combed ), not put up
for retail sale

Manufacture from raw fine
animal hair of heading No 53 . 0 ?

53 . 0S
V)

Yarn of horsehair or of other
coarse animal hair , not put up

-for retail sale

Manufacture from raw coarse '
animal hair of heading No 53.02
or from raw horsehair of

j heading No 05.03
53.10

t 1 )

i

Yarn of sheep 's or lambs' wool ]
of horsehair or of other
animal hair ( fine or coarse ),
put up for retail sale

Manufacture from materials of
heading Nos 05.03 and 53*01
to 53-04

53-11
C 2 )

Woven fabrics of sheep 's or
] aubs * wool or of fine animal
hair

Manufacture from materials of
heading Nos 53*0 ! to 53-05

53-12
C 2 )

I

Woven fabrics of horsehair
or of other coarse animal
hair

Manufacture from products of
heading Nos 53.02 to 53-05 or
from horsehair of heading
No 05.03

51.03
<*>

Flax or ramie yarn , not put up
for retail sale '

Manufacture either from
products of heading No 5*1.01 /
neither carded nor combed or
from products of heading
No 5*1.02

5'I.0U
( )

Plax or rami* yarn , put up for
retail sale

Manufacture from materials or
heading No 5^.01 or 54*02

i . .

5 "» . 05
< 2 )

Woven fabrics of flax or of
ramie

\
1 ;

i
i

Manufacture from materials of I
heading No 5*1.01 or 51.02

( ) For yarn contposud of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in the list must also be
r.ct ir. respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which
the mixed yarn is composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
more nixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10 ? of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . . •

2( ) For fc-brics composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in this list must also be
Kef in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which

> . the mixed fabric is composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
more r.jxed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1031 of the total weight of textile materials
ir.cor], crated . This percentage shall be increased :
- to 20? whfre the Material in question is yarn made cf polyurethane segmented with flexible segments

of poiycthir , whether or not gimped , falling within headings ilos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07 ;
- to where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core
connieting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plautic material whether
or r.ot covered with aluminium powder , this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material .

i • ■ ' 1 - ■ ■
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Product a obtained I
Working or processing that does Working or' processing that I

Custcns
Tariff
Heading
No

Description

not confer the status of
originating products

corners the status or

originating products when the
following conditions are met

55-05
<*>

Cotton yarn , not put up for
retail sale

Manufacture fr'cra materials o.
heading No 55*01 or 55-03

55-06
I 1 )

Cotton yarn , put up for retail
sale

Manufacture from materials of
heading No 55.01 or 55.03

55-07
< 2 >

Cotton gauze
Manufacture from materials of .
heading No 55-01 , 55-03 or
55 - OU

55-08
(*)

Terry towelling and similar
terry fabrics , of cotton

ψ Manufacture from materials of
heading No 55-01 , 55-03 or

i 55-04 -

55-09
< 2 >

I

Other woven fabrics cf
cotton

Manufacture from materials of
heading No 55-01 , 55-03 or
55-OU

56.01 Kan-nade fibres
( discontinuous ), not carded ,
combed or otherwise prepared
for spinning

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

56.02 Continuous filament tow I or
the manufacture of man-made
fibres (discontinuous )

Manufacture fron chemical
products or textile pulp

56.03 Waste ( including yarn waste
and pulled or garnelted rags )
of man-made fibres
( continuous or discontinuous ),
not carded , combed or other
wise prepared for spinning

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

56.0K Man-made fibres ( discontinuous
or waste ), carded , combed or
otherwise prepared for
spinning

1

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

1 ( ) Tor yarn composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in the list must also be
tiet in respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which

■ the r.ixcd yarn is cor posed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
r.ore nixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . .

( ) Kor fabrics composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in this - list must also be
r.ot jr. respect of each of . the headings under whicn fabric of the other textile materials of which ,
the nixed fabric is co-poscd would oe classified . This rule , hov/ever , does not apply to any or.e or
ror-i nixt-ri textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10J of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . This percentage shall be increased :

to 20 ? vihf>re the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments .
of polyether , whether or not gimped , falling within headings Nos ex 51-01 and ex 58-07 ;
to JOS where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core
consiatini; either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether
or not covered with aluminium powder , this core having been inserted and glued by mean3 of a transparent
or coloured glue between two films ol' artificial plastic material .
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?roaucts obtained

Cu3tor;s
Tari i f
Headir.g
No

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
■ originating product#

Wording or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

56.05
<*)

56.05
C 1 )

56.07
( 2 )

37.06
C 1 )

ex 57 . 07
( 1 )

ex 57.07
< l )

ex 57.07

Yarn of man-made fibres
( discontinuous or waste ), not
put up for retail sale

Yarn of man-made fibres
(discontinuous or waste ), put
up for retail sale

'.Coven fabrics of man-made
fibres (discontinuous or waste )

Yarn of jute or of other
textile ba3t fibres of heading
No 57.03

57 . iO
< 2 >

Yarn of true hemp

Yarn of other vegetable
textile fibres , excluding yarn
of true hemp

Paper yarn

Woven fabrics of jute or of
other textile bast fabrics of
heading Bo 57.03

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

Manufacture from chemical
products or textile pulp

Manufacture from products
of heading No 56.01 to 56.03

Manufacture from raw jute.juto
tow or from other raw textile
bast fibres of he'adine No 57.03

Manufacture from true hemp , raw

Manufacture from raw vegetable
textile fibres of heading
No 57.02 to 57.04

Manufacture from products of
Chapter ^ 7 , from chemical
products , textile pulp or from
natural textile fibres ,
discontinuous man-made fibres
or their waste , neither carded
nor combed

Manufacture from raw jute , jute
tow or from other raw textile
bast fibres of heading No 57.03

( ) For yarn composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in the list must also be .
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which
the r.ixtd yarn in composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
irore mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10J of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . . ' - ; 1 -

2( ) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in this list must also be
not in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which
the nixed fabric is composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply to any one or
nore r.ized textile materials whose weight does not exceed lOf of the total veight of textile materials
incorporated . This percentage shall be increased :

to ?0 i where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments
of polyethor , whether or not gimpei , falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 53.07 ;

- to 30i where the material ir. question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a filn of artificial plastic material whether
or not covered with aluminium powder , this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material .
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Products obtained

< 2 >

58.01
L l)

C )

53.01
( x )

Description

Woven fabrics of other
vegetable textile fibres

Woven fabrics of paper yarn

Carpets , carpeting and rugs
knotted (made up or not )

Working or processing that does
not confer the r.tatus of
originating products

53.02 ! Other carpets , carpeting ,
rugs , mats and matting , and
" Kolem", " Schuaac 'rcs " and
" Karamar.ie"' rugs and the like
(made up or not )

Woven pile fabrics and chenille
fabrics ( other than terry
towelling or similar terry
fabrics of cotton falling
within heading Ho 55-08 and
fabrics falling within
heading No 58.05 )

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products wr.en the
following conditions are met

Manufacture from materials of
heading No 57-01 , 57-02 , 57 . 04
or from coir yarn of heading
No 57.07

Manufacture from paper , from |
chemical products , textile pula
or from natural textile fibres ,
discontinuous man-made fibres |
or their waste

Manufacture from materials oi
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03 >
51.01 , 53-01 to 53.05 , 54.01 ,
55.01 to 55-04 , 56.01 to 55.03
or 57.01 to 5^ . 04

Manufacture from materials of
heading Nos 50 . 01 . to 50.03 ,
51.01 , 53 - Of to 53-05 , 54.01 ,
55.01 to 55.04 , 56.01 to 56.03
57.01 to 57.04 or from coir
yarn of heading No 57.07

Manufacture from materials of
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03 , I
53.01 to 53-05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to ]
55.04 , 56.01 to 56.03 , ,57.01 toj
57.04 or from chemical products
or textile pulp

( ) For products composed of two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in column 4 must be
net in respect of each of the textile materials of which the mixed product is composed . This rule ,
however , does not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10%
of tiie total weight of textile materials incorporated . This percentage shall be increased :

I

- to 70i where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible
se^ents of polyether , whether or not ginped , falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07 ;

- to 30J where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 nun formed of a core
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material
whether or not covered with aluminium powder , this core having been inserted and glued by
moans of a transparent cr coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material .

( ) For products composed of two or mors textile materials , the conditions shown in this list must also fas
ret in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which
the ;nixod product is composed would be classified . This rule , however , does not apply tc any one or
mors* nixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 103 of the total weight of textile materials
incorporated . This percentage shall be. increased :
" to ."!0J where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments
of poiyethcr , whether, or-not gir.iped , falling within headings Nos ex 51 . 01' and cx 58.07 ;

- to y,% where- the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed o? a. core
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic mate-rial whether
or not covered with aluminium powder , this core having been inserted, ar.d glued by means of a transparent
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material .
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|. ■ Products obtained
Cuaton.s
Tariff
Heading

Ko

Description

58.05
<*>

Narrow woven fabrics , and
narrow fabrics ( bclduc )
consisting of warp without
weft assembled by means of an-
adhesive , other than goods
falling within heading No 58.06

53.06
< l )

V.'oven labels , badges and the.
like , not embroidered , in the
piece , in strips or cut to
shape or size

58.07
<*)

i

Chenille yarn ( including
flock chenille yarn ), gimped
yarn ( other than metallised
yarn of heading No 52.01 and
ginped horsehair yarn); braids
and ornamental trimmings in
the piece ; tassels , pompoms
and the like

58.08
t 1 )

Tulle and other net fabrics
( but not including woven ,
knitted or crocheted fabrics ),
plain

55.09
< J >

Tulle and other net. fabrics
( but not including woven ,
knitted or crocheted fabrics ),
figured ; hand or mechanically
made lace , in the piece , in
strips or in motifs

58.10 Embroidery , in the piece , in
strips or in motifs

«

»

59.01
t 1 )

Wadding and articles of
waddirg ; textile flock and
dust ar.d mill neps

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Manufacture froir. materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.03 ,
53.01 to 53.05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to
55.01), 56.01 to ?6 . 03 or 57.01
to 57.04 or from chemical
products or textile pulp

Manufacture from materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.03 ,
53.01 to 53.05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to
55.04 , 56.01 to 56.03 or from
chemical products op textile
pulp

Manufacture from materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.03 ,
53.01 to 53 . 05 , - 54 . 01 , 55.01 to
55.04 , 56 . OI to 56.03 or from
chemical products or textile
pulp

Manufacture from materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.03 ,
53.01 to 53.05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to
55.04 , 56 . OI to. 56.03 or from
chemical products or textile
pulp

Manufacture from materials of
headings No 50.01 to 50.03 , '
53 . 01 to 53.05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to
55.01 , 56.01 to 56.03 or from
chemical products or textile
pulp

Manufacture in which the value
of the product used does' not
exceed 5051 of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture either frosn natural
fibres or from chemical
products or textile pulp

( } met in°rc " dcc° °of°oaeh°o r * the0? T"? texfil? materials , the conditions shown in column 4 must beT?i , IrLZJ 5h te?tUe materials of which the mixed product is composed ,foe* not exceed lOf V - 0, t'ny/Te ??,more mixed textile materials whose weightbe InorSa"" S textile materials incorporated . This percentage shall ,
" of poiyether ^hether^not °l Po :^UI,ethane segmented with flexible segmentspoxjetner , whether or not ginperl , falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07 }
" JonSJt^^eith^o^^tMn"^^3 ?" of a width not needing 5 nan formed of a core
or not cov''r»d with aluminium Dof-dpr aYhT»niUm °Z 0t- 8 £ ilm ?f artif"ial plastic material whether
or coloured glue between iwo films of artificial^lastilTmaterilf^ 6lUCd by meSnS °f a transParcr^
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I Products obtained
r

Working or processing that does Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions arc net

1
Custcr.s j
Tariff
Heoiing
Ko

Description

not confer the status of
originating products

ex 59.02
t 1 )

Kelt and articles of felt , with
the exception of needled felt ,
whether or not impregnated or
coated .

■ lanufacture either from natura ^
'ibres or from chemical products
>r textile pulp

!
I

ex 59.02
t 1 )

Needled felt , whether or not
impregnated or coated

I

/ lanufacture either from natural
: ibres or from chemical products
>r textile pulp or fron; fibre
>r continuous, polypropylene
filament of which the dsncrninatiq
jf the filaments is les3 thar. 8 ]
lenier and of which the value i
ioes not exceed 40 !! of tbe v
/alue of the finished product

59.03
C 1 )

Bonded fibre fabrics , similar
banded yarn fabrics , and
articles cf such fabrics ,
whether or not impregnated or
coated

Manufacture either from natural
fibres or from chemical products
br textile pulp .

59.01»
<*)

Twine , cordage , ropes and
cables , plaited or not

lanufacture either from naturae
fibres or from chemical products
sr textile- pulp or from coir -
/arn of heading No 57-07

59-05
<*>

I

Nets and netting made of twine ,
cordage or rope , and made up
fishing nets of yarn , twine ,
cordage or rope

/ lanufacture either froir. natural
fibres or from chemical products
>r textile pulp or frc.ru coir
/arn of heading No ■ 57.07

59.06
<*)

Other articles made from yarn ,
twice , cordage , rope or cables ,
other than textile fabrics and
articles made fron such fabrics

lanufacture either from natural
'ibres or from' chemical products
>r textile pulp or from coir
/arn of heading No 57 . 07

59.07 Textile fabrics coated
with gum or amylaceous sub
stances , of a kind used for the
outer covers of books and the
like ; tracing cloth ; prepared
painting canvas ; buckram ar.d
similar fabrics for hat found
ations and similar uses \

; • -I ■ , '
r

Manufacture from yarn

i . r . ~~ , ».
( ) For products composed cf two or more textile materials , the conditions shown in column 4 must be met

in rer.pcct of each of the textile materials of which the mixed product is composed . This rule , however , ■
does r.ot apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1 0 56 of the total
might of textile materials incorporated . This percentage shall be increased ;

- to J0X where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments
or rolyothcr , whether or r.ot ginped , falling within headings N'os ex 51.01 and cx 58.07 ;

- t6 JCX where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core consisting
either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether or not covered
with aiui.iii'.iuia powder , thio core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent or coloured

~ p.lue between two films of artificial pla3tic material .

1 ' •

I - * ...

! ■ • ' ■
i v
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Products obtained

Cuatoms <
Tariff I • ' Description
Hecding
No

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

59 . 0Θ

59.10
t 1 )

59.12

59.13
<*>

Textile fabrics impregnated ,
coated , covered or laminated
with preparations of cellulose
derivatives or of other arti
ficial plastic materials

Linoleum and materials prepare^
cn a textile base in a similar
manner to linoleum , whether or
not cut to shape or of a kind
used as floor coverings ; floor
coverings consisting of a
coating applied on a textile
base , cut to shape 6r not

Rubberised textile fabrics ,
other than rubberised knitted
or crocheted goods , with the
exception of those consisting
of fabric of continuous syn
thetic textile fibres , or of
fabric composed of parallel
yarns of continuous synthetic
textile fibres , impreg
nated or covered with rubber
latex , containing at least
90S by weight of textile
materials and used for the
manufacture of tyres or for
other technical uses

Rubberised textile fabrics ,
other than rubberized knitted
or crocheted goods , consisting
of fabric of continuous syn
thetic textile fibres or of
fabric composed of parallel
yarns of continuous synthetic
tpxtile fibres , impregnated or
covered with rubber latex , con
taining at least 90% by weight
of textile materials and used -
for the manufacture of tyres or
for other technical uses

Textile fabrics otherwise
imprsgnated or coated ; painted
canvas being theatrical
scenery , studio baok-clotha
or the like

Elastic fabrics and trimmings
( other than knitted or crocheted
goods ) consisting of textile
materials * combined with rubber
threads

Manufacture from yarn

Manufacture either from yarn or
from textile fibres

Manufacture from yarn

Manufacture from chemical
products

Manufacture from yarn

manufacture from single yarn

ïe=p»cfdSr"Lc^rSe0teïiler»S?éri«!ïtSe ^t"^ls »>he conditions shown' in column 4 muat be met in ', - doeî, not Lofv °f "*lch the_mixed product is cor.posed . This rule , however .

?olvetiior7whetLr,!,orrnot JiBPod #tfIl''in/?'?h™9dv °£ . polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of 'r . wi.t trier or not gimped , faliine within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07 ;
eltlll ofTthin is yarn . of a not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core consisting
with elu;nir,ium powder , this cor" havinp°beenfiMerfpdrnnrt 1C T'alrtPhaSti0 ' ftaterial whether or not. covered
glue betwfwk two filmo of artificial plastic material m"an3 ft fcransParent 01' coloured
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Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers "the status of

originating products whon the
following conditions are met

59.15
C 1 )

59.16
(*)

59-17
C 1 )

( )

Textile hosepiping and similar
tubing , with or without lining,'
armour or accessories of other |
materials

Transmission , conveyor or
elevator belts or belting , of
textile material , whether or
not strengthened with metal or
other material

Textile fabrics and textile
articles , of a kind commonly
used in machinery or plant

Knitted and crocheted goods ,
excluding knitted or crocheted
goods obtained by sewing or by
the assembly of pieces of
knitted, or crocheted goods ( cut
or obtained directly to shape )

Gloves , mittens and mitts ,
knitted or crocheted , not elast
nor rubberised , obtained by
sewing or by the assembly of
pieces of knitted or crocheted
goods ( cut or&btained directly
to shape ) ––

Stockings , understockings ,
socks , ankle-socks , sockettcs
and the like , knitted or
crocheted , not elastic nor
rubberised , obtained by sewing
or by the assembly of pieces of
knitted or crocheted goods ( cut
or obtained directly to shape )

D.C

Manufacture from materials of
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03 ,
53.01 to 53.05 , 54.01 , 55.01 to
55-04 , 56.01 to 5&.03 or 57.01 t
57.04 or from chemical products
or textile pulD

Manufacture from materials of !
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03 , i
53-01 to 53.05 , 54 . 01 , 55.01 to j
55.04 , 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01
to 57.04 or from chemical product
or textile pulp

Manufacture from materials of
headings Nos 50.01 to r. 0.03 ,
53.01 to 53.05 , 54.01 / 55.01 tc
55.04 , 56 . OI to 56.03 or 57.01
to 57.04 or from chemical product
or textile pulp

Manufacture from natural fibres ,
carded or combed , from materials
of headings Nos 56.01 to 56.03
from chemical products or textili
pulp .

Manufacture from yarn ( )

Manufacture from yarn ( 2 )

} conditions shown in column 4 must be met in •
not apply to any one L"ore ni«ftex 1 lu ^'iXed P - °u^ is conlPosed - rule , however , does
of textile materials incorporated . This percentage sSlfbriLreased ; n0t 6X066(1 10 * °f the t0tal Wei"sht
polyether , whether' o^not'giS^aninrwithin^ segments of
either of a6thin strip°of^lumin^^o^ora^iL^f^rt - f"^' 5 mm f?r!ned of a c °re consistingwith aluminium powder , this core haviry been inwhMrt-^ lc ^-a 1 plastic material whether or not covered
glue between two films of artificial plastic ^ material .- meanS °f a transParent or coloured

( } iftSSinS - hff' °hange tariff fading do not
weigot of all the textile materials incorporated? weight does not exceed 10% of the total



Products obtained

CU9t0fl?3
Tariff . . Description
Hepding

Ko

under garments , knitted or
crocheted , not- elastic nor
rubberised , obtained by sewing
or by the assembly of pieces
of knitted or crocheted goods
( cut or obtained directly to
shape )

Outer garments and other
articles , knitted or crocheted ,
not elastic nor rubberised ,
obtained by sewing or by the
assembly of pieces of knitted
or crocheted goods ( cut or
obtained directly to shape )

Other articles , knitted or
crocheted , elastic or
rubberised ( including elastic
knee-caps and elastic stockings ),
obtained by sewing or by the
assembly of pieces of knitted
or crocheted goods ( cut or
obtained directly to shape )

Kens' end boys' outer garments ,
excluding fire resistant
equipment of cloth covered
by foil of aluminised polyester

Fire resistant equipment of
cloth covered by foil of
aluminised polyester

fecmens *, girls' and infants'
outer garments , hot embroidered ,
excluding fire rssistant
equipment of cloth covered by
foil of aluminised polyester

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
originating products

r ■

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Manufacture from yai'n ( )

Manufacture from yarn ( )

Manufacture from- yarn ( x )

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

Vlanufacture from uncoated cloth
of which the value doos not
exceed liO# of the value of the
finished product ( )( ' )

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

) lin^ngs and (interlining ) which change tariff heading do notweirj^t of all the tPv?n » °f' ? ne .I,roduc t obtained if their weight does rot exceed 10 * of the totalwejjyvt ox ail tne textile materials incorporated .
2 *

}- SrLndUionsnshownni^ SKY*"" the product8 are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with



Products obtained

Workir.r.
not c ; ;Custona \ ; "

Tariff Description . ^
Hcading
Ko

: inp: fthat doe3
•j"f Sus 0 ?

• z;l>j.ct3

ex 61.02

ex bl.02

61.03

61 . 0Ü

Fire resistant equipment of
cloth covered by foil of
aluminised polyester

Womens' , girls' and infants'
outer garments , embroidered

Kens' and boys' under garments ,
including collars , shirt fronts
and cuffs

Womens' , girls' and infants'
under garments

ex 61.05 Handkerchiefs , not embroidered

ex 61.05

ex 61.06

sx 61 . C6

handkerchiefs , embroidered

Shawls , scarves , mufflers ,
mantillas , veils and the like ,
not embroidered

Shawls , scarves , mufflers ,
mantillas , veils and the like ,
embroidered

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Manufacture fron uncoatea cloth
of which the value does not
exceed >10% of the value of the
finished product ( )( )

Manufacture from fabrics , not
embroidered , the value of which
does not exceed ltO% of the
value of the finished product (

Manufacture from yarn ( 1 ) ( 2 )

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

Manufacture from-unbleached
single yarn ( ){ ){■' )

Manufacture from fabrics , not
embroidered , the value of which
does not exceed i)05f of the value
of the finished, product ("L )

Manufacture from unbleached
single yarn of natural textile .
fibres or discontinuous man-
Tiade fibres or their waste or
from chemical products or
textile pulp ( )( )

Manufacture from fabrics , not
smbroidered , the value of which
ioes not exceed li0% of the value
3f the finished product ( )

p»nnvi nfS an,i . accessories used ( excluding lining p.4
weight 0fe- he lfiv?-?'ns StatVs of the Product obGs'hif ..£ of vhe textile materials incorporated .

apply where the product»' s *
List B.

For proclucts obtained from two or more textile - ~ :
all th. 2 ? • ?oxtu.® materials if its or their v , ,;,,'. he textile materials incorporated .

lining ) which' change tariff heading do* not
u v ht -1 " weight does not exceed 10JS of the total

from printed fabric in^accordance with

^ s . ! h!s rule does not apply to one or more
■-< > not, exceed 10? of the total weight of
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Products obtained

Ouatons
Tariff
Keading

.Vo

Description

Working or processing that does
• not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

61.07 | Ties , bow ties and cravats

61.09 Corsets , corset-belts ,
suspender-belts , brassiSres
braces , suspenders , garters an 1
the like ( including such
articles of knitted or crochet ;
fabric ), whether or not elasti :

ex 61.10

ex 61.10

ex 61.11

ex 61.11

62.01

ex 62.02

ex 62.02

Cloves , mittens , mitts ,
stockings , socks and sockettes
not being knitted or crocheted
goods excluding fire resistant
equipment of cloth covered by
foil of aluminised polyester

Fire resistant equipment of
cloth covered by foil of
aluminised polyester

Made up accessories for articli
ofapparel ( for example , dress
shields , shoulder and other
pads , belts , muffs , sleeve
protectors , pockets ) with the
exception of collars , tuckers ,
fallals , bodice-fronts , jabots ,
cuffs , flounces , yokes and
similar accessories and trim
mings for women 's and girls'
garments , embroidered

Collars , tuckers , fallal3 ,
bodice-fronts , jabots , cuff3 ,
flounces , yokes and similar
accessories and trimmings for
women 's and girls' garments ,
embroidered

Travelling rugs and blankets

Bed linen , table linen , toilet
linen and kitchen linen ; curtains
and other furnishing articles ;
not embroidered

Bed linen , table linen , toilet I
linen and kitchen linen ; curtaijns
and other furnishing articles ; |
embroidered

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

Manufacture from yarn f 1 )^ 2 )

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

Manufacture from uncoated cloth
of which the value does r.ot
exceed 40? of the value of the
finished product ( )( )

Manufacture from yarn ( )( )

Manufacture from fabrics , not
embroidered , the value of which
does not exceed 40 ? of the value
of the finished product ( )

Manufacture from unbleached yarn
of' Chapters 50 to 56 ( )( 5 )

Manufacture fEom,unbleaehed
single yarn ( )(■' )

Manufacture from fabrics , not
embroidered , the value of which
does not exceed of the value
of the finished product

riginating s tatu3dofetheUproductnobtairtd 1ife theirnweiFht°d chan£® tariff heading do r.ot1 the textile materials incorporated weight doea not exceed 10 * of the total
( ) Trärraines and

remove er
weicht cf all

conditions shown in Eist^13' Where th<? products are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with the

tr*tii Xe° n° fc aPPly fc ° °ne or more oftextile materials incorporated . weight does not exceed 10* of the total weight of all the10* of the total weight of all the
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Products obtained

ucr cr.n

nrif'f Description
eaiing-
No

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are rcet

62.03

62 . nu

64 . 01

^. 02

£ !». 0 "}

Í'Ü.O'!

Sacks and bags , of a kind used
fcr the packing of gcods

tarpaulins , sails , awrvings , sun
blinds , tents and camping goods

Other made up textile articles
( including dres3 patterns )
excluding fans and hand-screen
r.on mechanical , franes and
handles therefor and parts of
such frames and handles

Manufacture from chemical
products , textile pulp or from
natural textile fibres , dis
continuous ciac-f.acte fibres or
their waste (*)( )

Manufacture from single
unbleached yarn ( ) ( )

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used coes not
exceed k 0 % of the value of the
finished product

Footwear with outer soles and
uppers of rubber or artificial
plastic material

Footwear with outer soles of
leather or composition leather
i octvrear ( other than footwear
falling within heading No
61.01 ) with outer soles of
rubber or artificial plastic
material

footwear with outer soles of
wood or of cork

rootwear with outer soles of
other materials

Manufacture from assemblies of upper ;
affixed to inner soles or to other
sole components , but without outer
soles , of any material except metal

Manufacture from assemblies of upper:
affixed to inner soles or to other
sole components , but without outer
solas , of any material except metal

Manufacture from assemblies of upper:
affixed to inner soles or to other
sole components , but without outer
soles , of any material except metal

Manufacture from' assemblies of uppers
affixed to inner soles or to other
sole components , but without outer
soles , of any material except metal

of
the

tr<e rixt-d textile materia 1 s if -* ta or th^r «e this rule <2oes not apply to one or more of
textile materials incorporated .* ■ exr weiSht does not exceed 10 * of the total weight of all th

the conditions shown in List^B*"161"8 "ro<*uc ' s are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with
t
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Products obtained

/y . 03

65.05

66,01

70,07

70.03

70 . 09

71.15

Γ5.07

? 3.03

Description

Kelt' hc.t3 and other felt head-
r/je.r , being heaJgear made from
the fait hooa 3 arid plateaux
falling within heading No 65.0'
whether or not lined or tricuaec

Hat 3 and other headgear
( including hair nets ), knitted
or crocheted , or made up from
lace , felt or other textile
fabric in the piece ( but not
from strips ), whether or not
lined or trimmed

tj:nbrellas and sunshades
( including walking-stick
umbrellas , umbrella tents , nnd
garden and similar umbrellas )

Cast , rolled , drawn or blown
glass ( including flashed or
wired glass ) cut to shape
other than rectangular shape ,
or bent cr otherwise worked
( for example , edge worked or
engraved ) whether or not
surface ground or- polished ;
multiple-walled insulating
glass

.safety glass consisting of
toughened or laminated glass ,
shaped or not

Glass mirrors ( ir.cluding rear-
vxbw mirrors ), unframed ,
framed or backed

Articles consisting of , or
incorporating ; pearls , precious

■ cr 3emi-precious stones
( natural , synthetic or

j reconstructed )

Clocms , billets , slabs and
sheet bar3 ( including tinplate
oars ,, of iron or steel ; pieces
roughly shaped by forging , of
iron or steel .

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
originating products

Manufacture from drawn , cast or
rolled glass of headings Nos 70.04
to 70.06

Manufacture from drawn , cast or
polled glass of headings Nos 70.01 to
frO . 06

•lanufaeture from drawn , cast or
rolled glass of headings Nos 70.04 to
f0.06

Iron or steel coils forPC-rolling • y

Manufacture ',from products of heading
No 73.06 &

lanufaeture from products of heading

Working or processing t.hat
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Manufacture from textile fibres

r

[Manufacture either from yarn or
ifrom textile fibres

Manufacture in which the value o :
the products used does not except ,
50% of the value " of the finished
product

Manufacture in which the value oil
fche products used does not exceed
p0J5 of the value of the finished
product ()
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Products obtained

– –

Cu u tons # |
Tariff Description

I
Uo

Working or processing that does
not confer the status or

originating products-

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Universel plates of iron or
steel

Barn and rods ( including wire
rod ), of iron or steel , hot-
rolled , forged , extruded ,
cold - formed or cold-finished
( including precision-made );
hollow wining drill steel

Angles , shapes and sections ,
of iron or steel , hot-rolled ,
forged , extruded , cold-formed
or cold-finished ; sheet piling
ef iron or steel , whether or
not drilled , punched or made
from assembled eleihanta

Hoop and strip , of iron or
steel , hct-rolled or cold-
rolled

Sheets and plates , of iron or
steel , hot-rolled or cold-
rolled

Iron or steel wire , whether
or not coated , but not
insulated

Manufacture from products of
heading No 73.07 or 73.08

Manufacture from products of
heading No 73.07 >

Manufacture from products of ■
headings Nos 73.07 to 7*3.10 , 73.12
or 73.13

Manufacture from products of
headings Nos 73-07 to 73.09 or 73.13

Manufacture from products of
headings Nos 73.07 to 73.09

Manufacture from products of
heading No 73.10 ,

Railway and tramway track
construction material of iron
or steel , the following : rails ,
check-rails , switch blades ,
crossings ( or frogs ), crossing
pieces , point rods , rack rails ,
sleepers , fish-plates , chairs ,
chair wedges , sole plates
( base plates )^ rail clips , bed
plates , ties and other materials
specialised for joining or fixing
rails °

Tubes and pipes and blank3
therefor , of iron ( other than
or cast iron ) or steel ,
excluding high-presr.ure hydro
electric conduits

Wrought bars , rods , angles ,
shapes and sections , of copper ;copper wire , . ^ '

Manufacture from products of
heading No 73.06

Manufacture from products of
headings Nos 73 * 06 and 73-07 or
heading No 73-15 in the forms
specified in headings Nos 73-06
and 73.07

Manufacture in which the value
bf the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product ( )

statue of ori6inatina°produiLWinrLc5rdan^Uw Ŝ haIL0^^^_^0? P™}uetB. which We acquired the
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u~ ;

Products obtainsd
■ . V

•- Working or processing that does
not confer the status of,

originating products

F : 1
* Custom.i
1 %'ai'iir
Keading

Description

h-––~–-–s _ L

Working or processing that
confers the stat'je of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

7Ί.0Ί Wrought plates , sheets and
strip , of copper Manufacture in which the value

of the products used does not
exceed 503 of the value of the .
finished product { )

Copper foil ( whether or not
embossedj cut to shape ,
perforated , coated , printed ,
or backed with paper or other
reinforcing material ) ,■ of a
thickness ( excluding any
hacking ) not exceeding 0,15 aim

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 502 of the value of the
finished product ( )

\

7«„C6 Copper powders and flakes Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 5055 of the value of the
finished product . ( )

7 '1,07 Tubes and pipes and blanks
, therefor , of copper .; hollow
bars of copper

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product ( )

? li,08

/

jube and pipe fittings ( for
example , joints , elbows ,
sockets and flanges ), of
copper •

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product ( )

7*5.19 Stranded wire , cables ,
cordage , .ropes , plaited bands
and the like , of copper wire ,
but excluding insulated
electric wires and - cables

• * i

Manufacture - in which the value
pf the products used does not
Exceed 50 ? of the value of the
finished product ( )

Gauze , cloth , grill , netting ,
» encing , reinforcing fabric
and similar materials
( including endless bands ), of
copper wire ; expanded mstal-
of copper

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product ( )

Τ«.25

( '
!
I

.- ails , tacks , staples , hook-
nails , spiked craxps , studs ,
spikes and drawing pins , of
copper , or of iron or steel
with heads of copper ;- bolts
and nuts ( including bolt ends
and 8ci*ew studs ), whether or
not threaded or tapped , and
fcrewa ( including screw hooka
and screw rings ), of copper ;
r.lvetp , cotters , cotter-pins ,
washers and spring washers ,
of copper ' *

■ / "

«

\

»

Manufacture in which the value
sf the products used does not
• xceed 50* of the value of the
"inished product ( A )

ν ,

»

) T2k*S«*
status

' ' . *

which have acquired the
in List B.
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Products obtained

Customo
Tariff I

i
Heading

Kc»

70.16 j
I
pprin6s «

4 |
I

Description

7*i.l7 Cooking and heating apparatus
of a kind used for" domestic

.( purposes , not electrically
joperated , and parts thereof , '
of copper

7'!. 2 6

? « , ? q

75-0?

75.03

75 . OU

Other articles of a kind
cosuaonly used for domestic
purposes , sanitary ware for
indoor use , and parts of such
articles and ware , of copper

Other articles of copper

drought bars , rods , angles ,
chapes and sections , of nickel ;
nickel wire

wrought plates , sheets and
strip , of nickel ; nickel foil ;
nickel powders and flakes

uibes 9rd pipes and blanks
therefor , of nickel : hollow
bars , and tube and pipe
fittings ( for example , joints ,
elbows , sockets and flanges ),
of nickel

alectro-platir.g anodes , of
nickel , wrought or unwroughfc ,
including those produced by
electrolysis

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating product j when the
following conditions are mot

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of the
finished product (M

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50J of the value of zho
finished product ( )

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ?, of the value of the
finished product ( )

Manufacture m which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the yalue of the
finished product (*)

Manufacture in which the value
of . the products used does not
exceed 50% of the yalue of ths
finished product ( )

Manufacture in which the valuo
of the products used does not
exceed 50# of the yalue of the
finished product ( A )

Manufacture .in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the yalue of the
finished product ( )

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the yalue of the
finished product (■*)

acquired the
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■ :■ !
i

i Products obtained
Working or processing that does

not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that |
confers the status of |originating products when the |

following conditions are net 9
Customs
Tariff
Heading
No

Description

75.06 Other articles of nickel Manufacture in which the value
of the Droducts used does not
exceed 5055 of the value of the
finished product ( A ) i '

76.02 Vrought bars , rods , angles ,
shapes and sections , of
aluminium ; aluminium wire

! ι ' ■> .■ , Manufacture in which the value
of the products usfed does nDt
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

76.03

I

Wrought plates , sheets and
strip , of aluminium

. •

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

I ι
I

76 . 0H

' I
■ . j

i . i

Aluminium foil ( whether or not
ertbossed , out to shape ,
perforated , coated , printed , or
backed with paper or other
reinforcing material ), of a
thickness ( excluding any
backing ) not exceeding
0.20 mm

Manufacture in which the value
of the products -used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

, - ' I
/ .

76.05 Aluminium powders and flakes ■i . . ■ • • Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product /

- 76.06 Tubes and pipes and blanks
therefor , of aluminium ;
hollow bar3 of aluminium

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

76.07 iube and pipe fittings ( for
example , joints , elbows ,
sockets and flanges ), of
aluminium

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

76.08

r

v

I

Structures and parts of !
structures ( for example ,
nangars and other buildings , - ]bridges and bridge-sections , !
towers , lattice masts , roofs , I
roofing frameworks , door and |
window frames , balustrades ,
pillars and columns ), of
aluminium ; pletes , rods , angles
shapes , sections , tubes and the
like , prepared for use in
structures , of aluminium

ï-T

!

/

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

/ ■ ' ■ ' , 1
I

V i

. - j

t

^ no^ where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the
tatus oi originating products in accordance withr the conditions laid down in Li6t D.

.
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Products obtained

I Ouvrons

rsadirg
No

Description

Working or processing that does
net confer the status of
originating products

/forking or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

76.09 Kesorvoira , tanks , vats and
JfJriU.ir containers , for any
.material ( other than compressed
or liquefied gas ), of aluminium
jof a capacity exceeding 700
jlitros , whether or i>ot lined or
heat-insulated , hut not fitted

[with npchanical or thermal
icquipnent

76.10 Ccsk3 , drums , cans , boxes and
similar containers ( including
rigid and collapsible tubular
containers ) ,■ of aluminium , of a
description commonly used for
the conveyance or packing of
goods

76.11 Containers , of aluminium , for
cocpressed or liquefied gas

76 , i ? Stranded wire ,- cables , cordage
ropes , plaited bands and the
like , of aluminium wire , but
excluding insulated electric

. wiros and cables

76.15 Articles of a kind commonly .,
use^ ror domestic purposes ,
"anitary ware for indoor use ,
end parts of such articles and
"are , of aluminium

76.16

>7 . 02

7S.o;<

Other articles of aluminium

Wrought bars , rods , angles ,
-napes _ and sections , of
magnesium ; magnesium wir»;
wrought plates , sheets and

of magnesium ; magnesium
un^fA™aS? ES and "h®ving8 ofuniform size , powders and

.03 , or riagnesi.umj tubes and
Pipes and blanks therefor , of
n<-c.nesium ; hollow bar3 of
■••asnesiiiRi ; other articles' of
Kagnesium

wrought bars , rods , anrleu
- hppos and sections , of lead :l«ad wire

) TIvíeí
" tatu

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

jManufacture in which the value
of the products used dees not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finisned product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50? of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used dees not
exceed 502 of the value of the
finished product (M

* originating products in ^cordSnccUSjthathe 0"nditioM°l«?S0^JI^8 < !Ihri 5 !?. hSve aquirred thé
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Products cH earned

Vait'irf 1
llr adirt ?,

Wo

78' , 03

78,0'!

Description

7B.C5

[vifen^ire p'-o'nes , aneets and
\; r.vp , of ieM

Lead foil { whether or not
err: DO ,S3 sd , out to Shape ,
rerfor'afcsi!, ftuat printed , or

' uiih p'rper or .other "
n -'- .i '•■fo^cir.g material ), of a
vc-Irhfc ( eya lading any 'backing )
no'.. isscearting; 1700 ifg / m2 ; lead
powders and - flakes

Tu'.-'frp and pip?s and blanks ■
therefor-, -f lead ; hollow bars ,
end tube . ^.sid pipe fittings
( for - exawpie , /joints , slbows
pockets ,, i"Jang<»3 and S-bendsj ,
of Isi-d ■

7- Q -.0& (Other ert<5.cl4s of J.ead

- '9 . 02 | Wrou(; fit bars , rods , argles .
end « actions » of zinc ;

vire

79*03 [ Wrought tJcXc choets and
; s t r : p , c1 T ?. :> nc ; s i nc fc i 1 s

&ow6ex-s. and nafces

< 9«0« j Yut'?5 2nd pipes and blanks •
thftt'efor , pr zinc ; ?iollow bars ,
ravl tftbe And pips fittings -.( tor

. awispie , joints , elbows , ■ -
aoctcete and flanges ), of ziM

i2.Q(*i Qthar'&rf'icies of sine

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

originating products

J ;

Working ov processing that
confers the status Of

originating' products when 1 1 jo
following conditions are not

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used, does not
exceed 50$ Of the Ya^ue the ^.
finished product {. )

Manufacture -in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 'jCi of the jjalue of the
finished product ( ~ )

Manufacture in 'which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50'S of the j'alue of the
finished product (, ) '

Manufacture in which the value
of the jproduots used does not
exceed 505 of the Yalue ° *" t-ne
finished product ( )

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 501 of the value , of the
finished product

Manufacture in which, the value
of the products used does net
exceed 'jC5 of the value of the
finished product • ,

i Manufacture in which 'the value
( of the oroduots used does not
[ exceed 50'. of the value of the
i finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used . does not
exceed $0% of the value of the
finished product

J; hese provisions do r.ot apply where the products are obtained from products which hav
• ftr'a -t- uti of demoting products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List ,8 .

ve acquired the
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Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the 3tatus of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

«0.02

80,05

80 . 01)

80.05

82.05

82.06

Virought bars , rods , angles ,
shapes and sections , of tin J
tin wire

Wrought plates , sheets and
strip , of tin

Tin foil ( whether or not
embossed , cut to shape ,
perforated , coated , printed ,
or backed with paper or other
reinforcing material ), of a
weight ( excluding anx backing )
not exceeding 1 kg/ra ; tin
powders and flakes

iubes and pipes and blanks
therefor , of tin ; hollow bars ,
and tube and pipe fittings
( for example , joints , elbows ,
sockets and flanges ), of tin

Interchangeable tools for
hand _ tools , for machine tools
or for power-operated hand
tools ( for example , for
pressing , stamping , drilling ,
tapping , threading , boring ,
broaching , milling , cutting ,
turning , dressing , rcorticing
or screw-driving ), including
dies for wire drawing ,
extrusion dies for nsetal , and
rock drilling bits

Knives and cutting blades ,
for machines or for mechanical
appliances '«

Boilers , machinery and
mechanical appliances and
parts thereof , excluding
refrigerators and refrigerating
equipment ( electrical and
ether ) ( No 84.15 ) and sewing

furnit "re
/ ieRed ror sewir.£machines ( ex No 84.iin

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of the,
finished product .

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 % of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 502 of the value of che
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50 ? of the value of the
finished product

Working , processing or assembly ,
in which the value of the
materials and parts used does
not exceed 40? of the Y^ue
the finished product ( )

Working , processing or assembly
in which the . value of the
materials and parts used does
not exceed to? of the value of
the finished product ( )

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the
materials and parts used does
not exceed 40 ? of the value of
the finished product

f»> . "" ».i – i i (
ift'îrst. nmvioir.n .. .i _ . . . Ietatua^of oricinatinff^n^ArtM 1? where the products are obtained from products which have acquired thecremating productc in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B.

' /
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CU3tt'R3
Tariff
Heûding

Ko

Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of

■originating products

Ί

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met I

84 . 15 Refrigerators and refrigerating
equipment ( electrical and
other ) , '

ex

ex

Cfcapter
85

Sewing machines , including
furniture specially designed
for sewing machines

Electrical machinery and.
equipment ; parts thereof ;
excluding products of heading
No 85.11 or 85.15

Working , processing cr assembxy (
in which the value of the non- j
originating materials and part>s ■
used does not exceed 40 * of the t
value of the finished product , 'j
and provided that at least 50 ? j
in value of the materials and •>
parts ( A ) used are originating
oroducts '!

I

Working , processing or assembly'
in which the value of the non- |
originating materials and parts !
used does not exceed ^ 0 ? of the (
finished product , and provided ;
that :

- at least 50% in valuejOf the
materials and parts ( ) used
for the assembly of the head
(motor excluded ) are orig
inating products , and

- the thread tension , crochet
and zigzag mechanises are
originating products

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the non-
originating material and parts
used do not exceed '>05» of the
value of the finished product

< ) , In determining the value of products , materials and parts , the, following must be taken into account :
( a ) in respect of originating products , materials and parts , the first verifiable price paid , or the

i price which wou\d be paid in case of sale , for the said productn on the territory of the country
whore working , processing or assembly is carried out ; ■

f

( b ) ir. respect of other products , naterials end parts , the provisions of Article of Annex II of this-
i Decision determining :

- the value of imported products ,
- the volue of products of undetermined origin .
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Products obtained

O

Description

65 . M

85 . %7

Working or processing that does-
not confer the status of

originating products

Microphones and stands theref'orj
loudspe.'ikei s ; audio- frequency
electric amplifiers I

Kadiotelegraphie and radio-
tclephonic transmission and
reception apparatus ; radio
broadcasting and television
transmission and reception
apparatus ( including receivers
incorporating sound recorders
or reproducers ) and tele
vision cameras ; radio navi
gational aid apparatus , radar
apparatus and radio remote
control apparati s

Railway and tramway locomotivel ,
rol ) jng-stock and parts thereof !
railway and tranv:ay track
fixtures and fittinga ; traffic !
sighalling equipment of all
Kinds ( not electrically powered )

Vehicles , other than railway
nL^r4?vay rolli"B-stock p andparts thereof , excluding
products of heading No 87.09 ,

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Working , processing or asser;ibj.y
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts
used does not exceed " OS of the
value of the finished product ,
and provided that :

- at least 50% in value of ^
the materials and parts ( )
used are originating products ,
and

- the value of the non-orig-
inating transistors used
does not exceed 3 ? of the
value of |hc finished
product ( )

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts
used does not exceed ** 0% of the

■ value of the finished product ,
and provided - that :

- at least 50% in value of j
the materials and parts ( )
used are originating products ,

. and

- the value of the non-orig-
inating transistors used
does not exceed 3 » of the
value of the finished
product ( )

Working ^ processing or assembly
in which the value of thro mate
rials and parts used does not
exceed k0% of the value of the
finished product

working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the mate
rials and part 's used does not
exceed 'to ? of the value of the
finished product

( î'ïn determinir./? t.h» .... ', ^ - 6 he value Oi. products , materials and parts , the following must be taken into account :
price v:Meh°wouldeb"au^?H and Par^ s > the first verifiable price paid , or the
*hc"° processing or aaSaMylS^L^oufr* Pr°dUCtS °n *hc .^ritory of the country
Da'cLToTdlteTBirfngV^" 063* materialS PartS '" the erovision8 of Article 1 of Annex II of this
I ^;' lue imported " products ,

? ' ue 0l Pro<3uctn of undetermined origin .
> ihio percentage is not cumulative with the Hot.'
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Γ
1 Products obtained ι
L Working or processing that does

not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

Λ

Cv.atoma
Tarif f
Hcading
Ko

Description

87.09 r-'otor-cycle3 , auto-cycles and
cycles fitted with an
auxiliary motor , with or
without side-cars ; aide-cars
of all kinds

Working , processing or
assembly in which the value of
the non-originating materials "
and parts used Joes not
exceed 10$ of the finished
product , and provided that at
least 50% in value of1 the ;
materials and parts < ) used
are originating products I

Chapter
90
«

 

Optical , photographic ,
cinematographic , neasuring ,
checking , precision , medical
and surgical instruments and
apparatus and parts thereof ,
excluding products of heading
No 90.05 , 90.07 ( except
electrically ignited photo
graphic: flashbulb3)j 90.08 ,
90.12 and 90.26

Working ," processing or assembly
in which the value of the
materials and parts used does
not exceed 0% of the value of
the finished product

! 30,0S

1
!

I .

I

i

I

, ' , . . . j

Refracting telescopes
(monocular and binocular ),
prismatic or not

i !

/

Working , processing or assemblj
in which the value of the
non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed ^ OJt
of the finished product , and
provided that at least 5C% in
value of the materials and
parts r ) used are originating
products

90,07 Photographic cameras ; photo
graphic flashlight apparatus
and flashbulbs other than
discharge lair.ps of heading
t'o 85..'-0 , with the exception
of electrically ignited photo
graphic flashbulbs

I
I

1

\
i

Working , processing or assemblj
in which the value of the
non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed kOi
of the finished product , and
provided that at least 50% in
value of the materials and
parts ( ) used are originating
products

I

\ ) In determining the value of products , materials and parts , the following must be taken into account :
U ) in respect of originating products , materials and parts , the first verifiable price paid ,

or ttio price which vould be paid in case of sale , for the said products on the territory of
the country where working , procossing or assembly is carried out ;

( b ) ir: respect of other products , materials and parts , the provisions of Article k/ot Annsx II of this
Oacislofl determining ;
- the value of imported products , '
- the value of products of undetermined origin .
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Products obtained

Description

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
• originating products

Working 1 or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

90.06

90.12

90.26

Cinematographic cameras ,
projectors , sound recorder's
and sound reproducers but not
including re-recorders or
film editing apparatus ; any
combination of these
articles

Compound optical microscopes ,
whether or not provided with
means for photographing or
projecting the image

Oas , liquid and electricity
supply or production meters ;
calibrating meters therefor

Clocks and watches and parts
thereof , excluding products of
heading No 91.01 or 91.08

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and
parts used does not exceed ^ 0?
of the value of the finished
product , and provided that at
least 50? in value ofjthe ;
materials and parts ( ) used
are originating products

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 'lOS
of the value of the finished
product , and provided that at
least 50f in value ofjthe
materials and parts ( ) used' 1
are originating products

Working , processing &r assembly
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and
parts used does not exceed
of the value of the finished
product , and provided that at
least 50% in value ofjthe
materials and parts ( ) ur-ed
are originating products

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the
materials and parts used does
not exceed 'iOX of the value of
the finished product

In d t . mining the value of products , naterials and parts , the following must be taken into account :
or thePprLefwhichiwould\i)rfa?S t ^' nateri *!s ®nd Parts , the first verifiable price paid ,
the country wh^re woi-Hn * °ase sale > for the said products on the territory ofcountry wnere working , processing or assembly. is carried out :

DecUlon^Bie^JMng 1 : pro4uct3 ' matcrials and parts , the provisions of Article 1 of Annex II of this
the value of imported products , \

. - the value of products of undetermined origin .
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Products obtained

Description
Custoir.s
Teriff
Heading
No

Working or processing that does
not confer the etatus of

originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are met

91.01 Other clocks

91.08 Clock movements , assembled

ex

Chapter
92

92.11

Musical instruments , sound
recorders or reproducers ,
television image and sound
recorders or reproducers ;
parts and accessories of
such articles , excluding
products of heading No 92.11

Gramophones , dictating machine
and other sound recorders or
reproducers , including record-
players and tape decks , with
or without sound-heads ; tele
vision image and sound
recorders or reproducers

Working , Processing or assemblyin which the value of -he nc ..
originating ™ter iaJ%55d05c* t!Sused does not exceed UC « o - the
value of the finished p. ©due -,and provided that at least 50 *
in value of the materials and
parts ( ) used are originating
products i

Working , processing or
in which the value o * the i.on
originating materials and Pa^sused does not exceed HO * oi the
value of the f inishea ^ proauc t ,and provided that t®?® JLin value of the materia.*^ ■
parts ( ) used are originating
products

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of
materials and parts used does
not exceed of the value
the finished product

Working , processing or assembly
in which the value of the nor.
originating ®ateriaJ 8 „ ®2d .?J thoused does not exceed 40 * of thv.
value of the finished product ,
and provided that :

- at least 50% in value of ,
the materials and parts I >
used r.re originating products
and

- the value of the non-orig-
inating transistors used
does not exceed 1>% of the
value of £he finished
product ( )

1
( ) In determining the value of products , materials and parts , the following roust be taken into accou

(a ) in respect of 'originating products , materials and parts , the first verifiable f
or the price which would be paid in case of sale , for the said products on the

( country where working , processing or assembly is carried out ;
( b ) in respect of other products , materials and parts , the provisions of Article 't of Annex II of this

Decision deterntnlng ;
- the value of imported products ,
- the value of products of undetermined origin .

(^) This percentage is not cumulative with the tOJf .



Products obtained

Customs
Tari ff
Heading
No

Chnptcr
93

«χ 96.01

97.03

98.01

98.08

Description

Arms and ammunition ; parts
thereof

Other brooms and brushes
( including brushes of a kind
used a3 parts of machines );
paint rollers ; squeegees
( other than roller squeegees )
and mops

Other toys ; working models
of a kind used for recreationa
purposes

Buttons and button moulds ,
studs , cuff-links , and press-
fasteners , including snap-
fasteners and press-studs ,
blanks and parts of such
articles

Typewriter and similar ribbons
whether or not on spools ; ink-
pads' , with or without boxes

Working or processing that does
not confer the status of
originating products

Working or processing that
confers the status of

originating products when the
following conditions are net

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used dees not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product ^

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used aoes npt
exceed. 50% of the value o» the
finished product

Manufacture in which the valuej;
of the products used dees not i
exceed 50 ^ of the value of , r
the finished product ;

Manufacture in which the value ■■
of the products used does not t
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

Manufacture in which the value
of the products used does not
exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

/



ANNEX IV

LIST B

List of working or processing operations which do not result
in a change of tariff heading ,

«

but which do confer the status of

" originating" products
on the products undergoing such operations

« « < / i « #



List B

Finished products ! . - ~~ <
Cu3tor!s
Tariff
Heaoing

No

τ ·– ■

Description

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

I

I
r–

Incorporation of non-originating materials j
and parts in boilers , machinery , mechanical
appliances , etc ., of Chapter 8*1 to 92 in
boilers and radiators of heading No 7 3 • 3 7
and in the products contained in headings
No 97.07 and No 98.03 does not tsake such
products lose their status of originating
products , provided that the value of these
products does not exceed 5 ? of the value of
the finished product

13.02

m

Shellac , seed lac , stick lac and other lacs ;
natural gums , resins , gum-resins and balsams

Working , processing or assembly in _ which the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 50? of the value

■of the finished product

ex 15.10 Fatty alcohols
■ • i

. . . > . iManufacture from fatty acids .

ex 17.01

I

Beet sugar and cane sugar , in solid form ,
flavoured or coloured

Manufacture from beet sugar and cane sugar _ J
in solid form without flavouring or colouring
of which the value does not exceed 3055 of the
value of the finished product - j

ex 17.02 Lactose , glucose , maple or other sugars , in
solid form , flavoured or coloured

. ! • i

Manufacture from other sugars in solid fcrm
without flavouring or colouring of which the
value does not exceed 305 of the value of
the finished product

ex 17.03 Molasses , flavoured or coloured

■ ν

Manufacture from products without flavouring
or colouring of which the value does not
exceed 30? of the value of the finished
product

ex 21.03 Prepared mustard Manufacture from mustard flour

ex 22.09 whisky of an alcoholic strength of less than-
50°

/

Manufacture from alcohol deriving >
exclusively from the distillation of cereals
and in which the value of the non-originatint
constituent products does not exceed 15 ? of
the value of the finished product

•

«

( AUt.'EX IV )
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Finished products

– I

- i
t i «

" Working or processing ,
- that confers the status
of originating products

' , ■ *
\

Custons
Tariff
Heading

No

I

i ' ■-
I Description

ex 25.15 Marble squared by sawing , of a thickness not
exceeding 25 cm

Sawir.g into slabs or sections , polishinn ,winding and cleaning of marble , .marble not further worked than roughly split ,
roughly squared or squared by sawing ,
thickness exceeding 25 cm ,

ex 25.16 Granite , porphyry , basalt , sandstone and other
monumental and building stone , squared by
sawing , of a thickness not exceeding 25 era

\

Sawing of granite , porphyry , basalt , sand
stone and other building stone ,
such stone not further worked than rougniy .IpUt! roughly squared or squared by sawing ,
of a thickness exceeding 25 cm

ex 25,18 Calcined dolomite ; agglomerated dolomite
( including tarred dolorate ) •

; Calcinajtion of unworked dolomite

ex 25.19 Other magnesium oxide , whether or not
chemically pure

i Manufacture from naturai magnesium carbonate
I (magnesite )

ex 25-32
I
Earth colours , calcined or powdered Crushing and calcination or powdering of

earth colours '

ex Chap .
28 to 37

»

Products of the chemical and allied .
industries ,, excluding sulphuric anhydride
vex 28.13 ), calcined , crushed ar.d powdered
natural aluminium calcium phosphates , treated
thermically ( ex 31.03 ), tannins ( ex 32.01 ),
essential oils , retinoids and terpenic by
products ( ex 33.01 ), preparations used for

^ ri ?^ n8 mea'; » Dreparations used for
clarifying beer composed of papain and
bentonite and enzynatic preparations for the
desizmg of textiles ( ex 35.07 )

Working or processing -in which the valu .. o
the non-originating products used does not
exceed 20< of the value of the finished (
product '

ex 2 ». 13 Sulphuric anhydride
' . Ί

Manufacture from sulphur dioxide

ex 31.03 Calcined , crushed and powdered natural
aluminium calcium phosphates , treated
thermically

Crushing and powdering' of calcined natural
aluminium calcium phosphates , treated
thermically

ex 32.01 Tannins ( tannic acids ), including water-
extracted gall-nut tannin , and their salts ,
ethers , esters and other derivatives

Manufacture from tanning extracts of
vegetable origin

ex 33.01 u n ( terpeneless or not ), concretes
ana ab3olutc3 ; resinoids ; teroenic by-productsor the deterpenation of essential oils

Manufacture from concentrates of essential
oils in fats , in fixed oils , or in waxes or
the like , obtained by cold absorption or by
maceration

ex 35.07 Preparations \ised for tenderising^eat ,
preparations used for clarifying beer ,

PaP -1 ^ n ar>d bentonite , ensymatic
preparations for the desizing of textiles

Manufacture from enzymes or prepared enzymes
of which the value does not exceed 50? of .
the value of the finished product

Γ '

( AWIEX IV ).
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j Finished products
– ,

i

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products . v

eus tons
Tariff
Heading

N'O

I ; jI Description . !
ex Chap .

39 ^ ,
. 5*

Miscellaneous chemical products , other than
[ refined tall oil ( ex 38.05 ), spirits of
I sulphate turpentine , purified ( ex 38.07 ) and
wood pitch ( wood tar pitch ) ( ex 38.09 )

Working or processing in which the value o :
the non-originating materials used <ioe3 not
exceed 20S of the value of the finished
product

ex 38.05 Refined tall oil
9

Refining of crude tall oil

ex 38.07 oulphate turpentine , purified Purification consisting of the distillation
or refining of raw sulphate ■ turpentine

ex 38.0?
. \ . ' ■ -

Wood pitch (wood tar pitch ) Distillation of wood tar' •

#ex Chap .
39

Artificial resins and plastic materials ,
cellulose esters and ethers ; articles thereof ,
excepting films of iononers ( ex 39*02 ).

Working or processing in which the value of
the "non-originating materials used does not
exceed 20? of the value of the finished
product

ex 39.02 Ionomer film Manufacture from a thermoplastic partial
salt which is a copolymer of ethylene and
oetacrylic acid partly neutralized with
metal ions , mainly zinc and sodium

ex MG.Ol Slabs of crepe rubber for soles Lamination of crepe sheets of natural \
rubber

ex 1J0.C7
»

»r ' i

Vulcanised rubber thread and cord , textile
covered

Manufacture from vulcanised rubber thread
or cord , not textile covered

ex 11 .*01 Sheep- and lamb-skins without the wool Removing wool from sheep- and larnb-skiffs
in the wool

ex 11.02 Retanned bovine cattle leather ( including
buffalo leather ) and equine leather prepared
but not parchment-dressed except . leather
falling within heading Ho 41.06 and tl.08

Retanning of bovine cattle leather
( including buffalo leather ) and equine
leather , not furthar prepared than tanned

J '

ex * 1.03 Retanned sheep and lamb skin leather ,
prepared but not parchment-dressed , except
leather falling within heading No Ml . 06 and
Ml . 08

Retanning of sheep and lamb skin leather ,
not further prepared than tanned

ex «il . 04 Retanned goat and kid skin leather , prepared ,
but not parchment-dressed , except leather
falling within heading No Ml . 06 and Ml.08

I

Retanning of goat and kid skin leather , not
further prepared than tanned

ex Mí . 05 Other kinds of retanned leather , prepared but
not parchricnt-dressed , except leather falling
within heading No Ml . 06 and 41.08

Retanning of other kinds of leather , not
further prepared than tanned

ex M3.C2 Assembled furskins Bleaching , dyeing , dressing , cutting and
assembling of tanned or dressed furskins

ex 1**1.22

i

' •; ■ 1
■f

CaoKS , barrels , vats , tubs , buckets and other
coopers' products and parta thereof | Manufacture from riven staves of wooa , not

further prepared than sawn on one principal
! surface ; sawn Etaves of wood , of vliich at

least, one principal . surface has been
cylindrically sawn , not further prepared
than sawn ;

. ·1

Ullt.T.X IV )
I l « / » • •
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Finished products

Customs
Vari ff
Heading Description

L_ ■■■ -
ex 50.03

ex 50.09

ex 5i.oi|
*x 53.11 j
ex 53.12 *

ex 5 1* . 05
ex 55.07
ex 55.08
ex 55.09
ex 56.07,

'ex 59 . 1*1

ex 67.01

ex 68.03

ex 68.01

ex 68.13

ex 68.15

ex 70.10

70.13

ex 70.20

ex 71.02

ex 71.03

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

Silk waste carded or combed

Printed fabrics

Incandescent gas mantles

Feather dusters

Articles of slate , including articles of
agglomerated slate

Hand polishing stones , whetstones , oilstones ,
honos and the like , of natural stone , of
agglomerated natural or artificial abrasives ,
or of pottery . ,

Articles of P3bectos ; articles of mixtures
with a basis of asbestos or of mixtures with
0 basis of asbestos and magnesium carbonate

Articles of mica , including bonded mica
splittings on a support of paper or fabric

Cut-glass bottles

Glassware ( other than articles falling in
heading No 70.19 ) of a kind commonly used for
cat>ie , kitchen , toilet or office purposes ,
for indoor decoration , or similar uses

Articles made from glass fibre

rrecious and semi -precious stones , cut or
otherwise worked , but not mounted , set or

ung ( except ungraded stones temporarily
strung ror convenience of transport )

reconstructed precious or semi-
alrn » . cut or otherwise worked , but
'tnr« ? ' set or strung ( except ungraded
transport ) P°rarl strup3 for convenience of

iaïhikx iv )

Carding or combing waste silk

Printing accompanied by finishing operations
(bleaching , dressing , drying , steaming , _
burling , mending , impregnating , sanforizing ,
mercerising ) of fabrics the value of which
does not exceed 17.5 ? of the value of the
finished product ,

Manufacture from tubular gasmantle fabric

Manufacture from feathers , parts of feathers
or down

Manufacture of articles of slate

Cutting , adjusting and g]uir.g -of abrasive
materials , which , owing to their shape , are
not recognisable as being interred for hanc
use

Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of
mixtures with a basis of asbestos , or of
mixtures with a basis of asbestos and
magnesium carbonate

Manufacture of articles of mica

Cutting of bottles the value of which does
not exceed 50 ,"! of the value of the finished
product

Cutting of glassware the value of which does
not exceed 505! of the value of the finished
product or decoration , with the exception
of silk-screen printing , carried out entirely
by hand , of hand-blown glassware the value
of which does not exceed 50% of the value
of the finished product

Manufacture from unworked glass fibre

Manufacture from unworked precious and
semi-precious stones

Manufacture from unworked synthetic or
reconstructed precious or semi-precious
stones

,/. ..



ê

I ' Finished products Ί ?
I

CuStORS
Tariff
Heading

No

i 1

Description / .

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

ex 71.05 Silver and silver alloys , including silver
gilt and platinum-plated silver , semi
manufactured

. -1

Rolling , drawing , beating or grinding of
unwrought silver and silver alloys

ex 71.05 Silver , including silver gilt and platinum-
plated silver , unwrought

Alloying or electrolytic separation of
unwrought silver and silver alloys

ex 71.06 Holled silver , semi-manufactured Rolling , drawing , beating or grinding of
unwrought rolled silver

ex 71.07

■

Gold , including platinum-plated gold , semi
manufactured

Rolling , drawing , beating or 'grinding of
unwrought gold , including platinum-plated
gold

ex 71.07 Gold , including platinum-plated gold , .
unwrought

Alloying or electrolytic separation of
unwrought gold or gold alloys ■ «

' ι

ex 71.08 Rolled gold cn base metal or silver , semi- '
manufactured

Rolling , drawing , beating or grinding of
unwrought rolled gold on base metal or
silver

ex 71.09 Platinum and other metals of the platinum
group , semi-manufactured

Rolling , drawing , beating or grinding of
unwrought platinum or other metals of the
platinum group

ex 71.09 Platinum and other metals of the platinum
group , unwrought ^

Alloying or electrolytic separation of
unwrought platinum or other metals of the
platinum group

ex 71.10 Rolled platinum or other platinum group
metals , on base metal or precious metal ,
semi-manufactured

Rolling , drawing , beating or grinding of
unwrought rolled platinum or other unwrought
platinum group metals , on base metal or
precious metal

ex 73.15 Alloy steel and high carbon steel :

- in the forms mentioned in heading Nos 73.07
to 73.13

- in the forms mentioned in heading No 73.14

Manufacture from products in the forms
mentioned in heading No 73.06

Manufacture from products in the forms
mentioned in heading Ho 73.06 or 73.07

ex 74.01 unrefined copper ( blister copper and other ) Smelting of copper matte

ex 74.01 Refined copper Fire-refining or electrolytic refining of
unrefined copper ( blister copper and other )
copper waste or scrao

ex 74.01 Copper alloy Fusion and thermal treatment of refined
copper , copper waste or scrap

ex 75.01 Unvrought nickel ( excluding electro-plating
anodes of heading No 75.05 ) Refining by electrolysis , by fusion or

chemically , of nickel mattes , nickel speiss
and other intermediate products of nickel
metallurgy

( AfJîJSX IV ) • ■ k I
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Finished products

eus tons
Tariff
Keading

No

ex 75.01

ex 81.01

ex 81.02

ex 81.03

ex 81.01

ex 82.09

ex 83.06

8^.06

Description

ex 75.01 [Unwrought nickel except nickel alloys

ex 76.01

76.16

ex 77.02

Unwrought aluminium

Other articles of aluminium

Other articles of magnesium

ex 77.01 | Beryllium wrought

Refined lead

Tungsten , wrought

Molybdenum , wrought

Tantalum , wrought

Other base metals , wrought

( innii * • n cuttlnK blades , serrated or notfai?i ^lr?. E: unine knivss ) other than knivesiaiUr,g within heading Ho 82.06

than°R--=rr!arents uade from base metals otheri-nan statuettes

I not 4 includinj* mobile engines , buti J iu i aL#:iTn rn<int A. .. A . ^ t • ... . * * . »Ko 87 oi "o^'T CtSrS - fal:l ir'e wiU5:n headingro ii .>.( f . ,nec h&iucal]y propelled roadrollers ) with self-contained boilers

Internal combustion piston: engmeG

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

ssas^îs# S^}SÏÏÏÏÏÎ;. ; .-
scrap

Manufacture in which gauze , cloth , grill ,
SSSvíBBs r *?*•>Simiiar BiaouiAaxw x - c f

nit exceed of the value of the finished
product

Manufacture from wrought bars / rods.^neles ,
shapes and se^^nS^Jings ' and shavings of
unifornWsize , powders and flakes^, tubes and
pipes and blanlcs ^r*£°^ich does not 'exceed
ToTlVtle value of the finished product

KSS&fiS'as sfissws-
50J of the value of the finished product-

Manufacture by 'thermal refining from bullion
lead .

Manufacture from unwro"E'nt (,^"y,co^n0fh^hevalue of which does not exceed 50* of -he
value of the finished product

Manufacture from unwrought "olybdenum the
value of which does not exceed 50 ? of the
value of the finished product

Manufacture from unwrought tantalum the
value of which . does not exceed 50? o , the
value of the finished product

Manufacture from other base ,
unwrought , the value of which does notexceed 50? of the value of the finished
prodwet

Manufacture- from knife blades

Working or processing in wnich the va.ue j .the non- originating materials used do , a n->t
exceed 30?! of the value of the finished
product (

Working , processing or assembly in which
the value of the products used does not
exceed 402 of the value of the finished
product

Working , processing or assembly in which
the value of the materials, and parte used
does not exceed '10 ? of the value of the
finished product

( ΛΝΚΚΧ [\Μ
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Customs
•îariff
lleading

No

Finished products

Description

Working: or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

ex 84.08

SU . 16

Μ 8Ί.17

81.31

8 ". 33

ex 84.<ii

Engines and motors , excluding reaction engines
and gas turbines

Calendering and similer rolling machines
( other than metal-working and metal-rolling
machines and glass-working machines ) and
cylinders therefor

Machinery , plant and similar laboratory
equipment , whether or hot electrically heated ,
for the treatment of materials by a process
involving a change of temperature , for Wood ,
paper pulp , papfer. and paperboard manufacturing
industries

Machinery for making or finishing cellulosic
pulp , paper or paperboard .

Paper or paperboard cutting machines of all
kinds ; other machinery for making up paper
pulp , paper or paperboard

sewing machines , including furniture specially
designed for sewing

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed *102 of the value
of the finished product , and provided' that
at least 5C$ in value of the materials and
parts ( ) used are originating products

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the non-criginating materials and
parts used does not exceed 25X of the value
of the finished product

Working , processing or assembly in which the
Value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 25 * of the value
of the finsihed product

Working , processing or assembly inwhich the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 25 ? of the value
of the finished product

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 253! o£ the value
of - the finished product ,

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed ^ 0% of the value
of the finished product , and provided that

- at leas£ 5055 in value of the materials and
parts ( ' ) used for assembly of the head
(motor excluded ) are originating products'

- and the thread tension , crochet and
zigzag mechanisms are originating products

n de < ei n iiiing the value of products , materials and parts , the following must be taken into account :
Products , materials and parts , the first verifiable price paid , or

coLin*~ rv te Paj d in case of sale , for the said products on the territory of thecountry v.herc working , processing or assembly is carried out ;
^ n " rt' SDe ® t °r o«-her products , materials and part3 , the provisions of Article 4 of Annex II of this

Decision determining :
~ value of imported products ,

the value of products of undetermined origin . -

( A:ümx xv )
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Finished products
Custor.s
Tariff
Keadiniî

No

85 . If

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating productsI , . - Description of origir.ating products

iaudio-rppnnon !?« s î; an^ s therefor ; loudspeakers ; Working , processing or assembîy in which the, aïo rrequency electric amplifiers value of the non-orieinatin* matcrials and

85.15

67.06

ex 91.01

"i^ion Kd S " f • radiotelephonic trans-broadr »«*? reception apparatus ; radio-
receKtion DS and tel*visi °n transmission and
incoroor^- Ppara US < inc * wHng receivers
and televi-ior, S°Und recorder s °r reproducers )aid a ^ "m!ra?i.fad .io navigational -
remote control *nd radi°

famnrwitMn\SOr^S 0f motor vehicles187.03 Wlthln heading Ho 87 . 01 , 87.02 or

falling^thin'h "! ■'tS ( °ther tha * those
not converMhle ?° 9^* 02 ) whe^er orble into beds , made of base metals

ex 91.03 Other furniture of base metal

!^/^e , 'Sorn^cora °f pearl »
asglomerated ) àndmaterial ' other animal carving

Working , processing or assembly in which the |
value of the non-originating materials and !
parts used does not exceed ICS of the value j
of the finished product and provided that at !
least 50S of the materials and parts used are !
originating products ( ) «•

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the non-originating materials and
parts used does not exceed 402 of the value
of the finished product ar.d provided that at
least f.G * of the materials and parts used are
originating products ( )

Working , processing or assembly in which the
value of the materials and parts used does
not exceed 15Jt of the value of the finished
product

Working , processing or assembly in which
unstuffed cotton -cloth is used of a weight
of 300gr /'m2 or less in the form ready to
use , of which the value does not exceed
25% of the value of the finished product (( 2 )

Working , processing or assembly in which
unstuffed cotton cloth is used of a weight ,
of 300gr/m2 or less in the form ready to
use , of which the value dees not exceed 55S
of the value of the finished product (*")

Manufacture from tortoise shell , mothei* of
pearl , ivory , bone , horn , coral ( natural or
agglomerated ) and other animal carving
material : worked :

not causa the perce"7 ,ur ™ saae tariff heading io be exceed £I i This rule doa. „„4 , .
headlng ls

I · - V :
Μ# «- – .* ....he percentage of $£ for the non-originating transistors laid down

exceeded, _ "" ~ \

[e of change of tariff heading Is applied to the other non-orlglnatlng

( AfiNKJr iv )



Finished products

Castcms
Tarif!'
HoRfling

No

,

| Description
I

Working or processing
that confers the status
of originating products

ex 95.08 Articles in vegetable carving material ( for
example corozc ), meerschaum ar.d ambers nature 1
cr reconstituted , jet ( and mineral substitutes
for jet )

Manufacture from vegetable carving material
( for example coroso ), meerschaum and amber ,
natural or reconstituted , jet ( and mineral
substitutes for jet ); worked

ex 96.01 brushes and broens Manufacture usir.g prepared knots and tufts
for broom or brush , making the value of which
does not exceed 50% of the value of the
finished product

ex 98.11

t •

Smoking pipes , pipe bowls , of wood , root or
other materials

i .

Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks

I


